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Chairs’ Report
Alana M. Hinchey (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, GAC® Chair)
&
Steve Piercey (Memorial University, MAC Chair)
Executive Summary
The St. John’s 2012 Joint Annual Meeting of the Geological Association of Canada (GAC®) and the
Mineralogical Association of Canada (MAC) was held May 27‐29th at the Delta Hotel and Convention
Centre, and was a highly successful meeting, both financially and technically. The diverse make‐up of
the local organizing committee (LOC) and their hard work ensured the meeting was a success. Having
the meeting at the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre, within the heart of downtown St. John’s, and in
one central location, was well received and helped facilitate ease of movement between various
sessions; it allowed for outstanding social interactions, both during the technical sessions and
afterwards.
The meeting’s theme of Geoscience on the Edge was selected, in part, to attract members of the
exploration and development sector to both attend, provide technical presentations, and who were
recognized as potential candidates for corporate sponsorship – of key importance, if the meeting was to
be financially successful. The theme was also used to capture our location at the edge of North America,
and the cutting edge of pure and applied research that was the showcase of the technical program. The
technical program contained three symposia: Proterozoic mineralization, Appalachian–Caledonian
collisional tectonics (Hank Williams Memorial Symposium), and Neoproterozoic to Cambrian evolution
of life (Hans Hoffman Memorial Symposium). There were 21 special sessions across a spectrum of
geoscience research ranging from Economic Geology (gold, uranium, VMS, REE, Ni–Cu, and BIFs) to soft
rock including shale gas, facies models, provenance determination, geohazard assessment and oil spill
prevention. The 2012 LOC defined a number of session areas and then sought technical chairs, rather
than have an open call for technical sessions. The approach taken here did not preclude anyone from
proposing a special session or symposia; however, the likelihood of a proposed session attracting an
audience was carefully weighed against the costs of running the session. The technical program was
complemented by successful short courses and field trips, including a short course on the Microanalysis
of Sedimentary Rocks (MAC), and twelve field trips.
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The meeting contained an expansive outreach program that featured events and activities aimed to
raise awareness of the Earth Sciences to the general public, students and teachers. Featured events
included a teacher workshop and field trip, public lecture, and special session.
St. John’s 2012 also had a diverse special events program. Events included a Gala Banquet, which
featured fine dining and memorable Newfoundland entertainment; a lobster dinner, a chance for
lobster lovers to enjoy the finest that the North Atlantic has to offer; and a Pub Night, an opportunity to
savour local microbrew while enjoying the sights and sounds of historic downtown St. John’s.
The meeting drew 900 registrants, which included 403 professional registrants and 212 student
registrants. The meeting was extremely profitable due to the level of sponsorship that the meeting
received. The 2012 meeting generated a profit (after expenses) of $178,230, the largest profit ever from
a GAC®‐MAC meeting. Sponsorships were significant resulting in $170,089 in contributions from 23
companies/organizations. The meeting tradeshow had 34 booths including: 20 government and
industry, 5 arts and crafts, 3 university and 5 complimentary. See summary statistics below.
The LOC found the organizer guide for GAC®‐MAC conferences to be useful; however, it was outdated in
a number of areas and lacked information on some topics. A most noteworthy error is the manual
reference to the MAC Presidential Address: it is stated to occur in odd‐numbered years, whereas it
happens in even‐numbered years. This resulted in the LOC having to undertake a major modification of
the technical program within six weeks of the meeting to account for this! Given that most of LOC
members had not organized a GAC®‐MAC meeting previously, we relied on a combination of advice
from previous LOC members (i.e., LOC members from the 2001 and 1988 meetings), GAC® and MAC
headquarters staff and our own judgment to determine how best to address any issues encountered. In
the following sections, the activities undertaken by various LOC sub‐committees are provided, and we
provide comments on the challenges encountered, how they were addressed, and recommendations for
future meetings.
St. John’s Local Organizing Committee
The LOC was established in May 2010; prior to this a small number of individuals mainly from GAC‐NL
steer‐headed the original proposal for a National meeting and securing potential meeting space at MUN.
Members were identified on the basis of their professional experience, experience with the annual
Newfoundland and Labrador CIM meeting, and their willingness to take on the challenge. The LOC
comprised 31 individuals who were chair/co‐chairs of various sub‐committees and consisted of staff
from the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador – (GNL; specifically the Dept. of Mines and
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Energy), Memorial university of Newfoundland (MUN), and from the private sector. In the makeup of
the LOC, there was a very significant contribution from the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador,
who allowed staff to dedicate significant time to organizing the conference. This was essential for the
success of the meeting.
The LOC met monthly between May 2010 and March 2012, and starting in March 2012, bi‐weekly. We
elected to use email as our most significant means of communication because LOC members were in
various locations around the city. A standard rule of carbon copying the chair/co‐chair on the major
discussions served us very well. While it created a lot of email traffic, the chairs were aware of all issues
as they arose, “kept in the loop”, and able to maintain control of the direction of the meeting. Meeting
agendas were designed around updates from each sub‐committee and either the chair or co‐chair was
asked to attend each meeting. Minutes of every meeting were kept, and served to keep all LOC
members apprised of discussions and decisions.
Venue
The meeting was held in the St. John’s Delta and Convention Centre. A decision was made to change the
venue in May 2010; from the proposed venue of Memorial University; where the national meeting had
previously been held. The University could not guarantee access to a suitable space for posters/exhibits;
this coupled with the fact, that each department could refuse space (immediately before the meeting
with no prior notice); if they needed it for summer school. This uncertainty resulted in the LOC choosing
to host hotel the meeting at the Convention Centre/hotel. This required a change of original proposed
dates as the hotel was already booked on the 30th of May and the preceding week was Victoria Day long
weekend.
Having a meeting at a convention simplified many issues including:
1) staff at the hotel/convention centre are trained and have extensive experience in conference
services;
2) the Convention Centre provided the convenience of a centralised conference venue, located in the
heart of downtown. This allowed ease of changing sessions for delegates, choice of restaurants and
required less signage; and
3) the location raised the prestige of the meeting, and the LOC felt this contributed to the success of
fundraising initiatives.
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St. John’s 2012 Theme
The theme Geoscience on the Edge alludes not only to the geographic location of the host city, situated
at the edge of North America, but also to the cutting edge geoscience research and ideas that were
presented at the meeting. The “brand” of the conference website (http://www.stjohns2012.ca),
published brochures, circulars and programs, was developed to reflect this image. Dianne Noseworthy, a
graphic artist and geologist with the Canada‐Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum Board, designed the
logo. Beth Oberholtzer, a graphic designer, was hired to develop the brand.
General Observations about St. John’s 2012
By all the accounts, St. John’s 2012 was a success. The meeting attracted 900 delegates. The LOC
received a number of emails following the conference, complimenting the focused and well‐organized
technical program, the outreach initiatives, the excellent field trips, and the excellent social program.
Financially, the meeting was equally successful. This is due, in large part, to the efforts made by all LOC
members to generate cash and in‐kind donations, and to the generosity of our sponsors. Without
sponsorship support, the meeting would not have generated such a significant profit.
While the meeting was a financial success, members of the LOC identified one major concern with how
income is managed for GAC®‐MAC conferences. It was generally felt that the repeated request to
generate 100 K profit is too much of a financial burden for the LOC. While we recognize the critical part
that GAC® plays in advising the LOC and coordinating registration (including managing abstract
submission), the total income generated from registration ($214K) merely covered the cost of running a
meeting. Had the LOC not invested as much effort in fund‐raising ($170K; plus significant in‐kind
support); the conference would have generated little profit. Furthermore, each of the parent
organizations requested numerous costly items that were covered by the revenue generated by the
meeting (e.g., luncheons; AV requests for meetings before the meeting) and this immediately ate into
profits. The AV costs of having multiple rooms with computers and screens will continue to cost
substantial amount of money ‐ with 10 concurrent sessions our AV costs were ~$45K; however, this is
likely unavoidable as these are required for a sound technical meeting. While, the social events
generated losses, they are deemed an integral part of the meeting and provided many of the positive
memories that individuals take away from a GAC®‐MAC meeting. Therefore, if the parent organizations
are going to continue to request large profits from the annual meetings then they are going to have to
be prepared for some changes: 1) less concurrent sessions; 2) less social events; and/or 3) to restructure
the financing of the organization to be less dependent on AGM revenue.
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In spite of the profit being credited by the LOC’s fund‐raising, only a small portion of this profit will
ultimately end up with the LOC ‐ the amount of work undertaken by the LOC in relation to the parent
organizations, relative to the profit accrued, is very disproportional. Furthermore, many on the LOC
felt that there was considerable pressure from the parent organizations, to generate a significant
profit at all costs. Given the incredible amount of work involved in organizing a successful meeting, the
additional stress of trying to generate substantial profits placed even more pressure on an already taxed
LOC. This inevitably burns out volunteers, and that is not a good thing for a volunteer‐based
organization such as GAC® and MAC (see Recommendations below).
Recommendations
 Having a meeting at a Convention Centre is ideal because: a) one centralized location; b) staffed
are trained to deal with meetings and the inherent problems; and c) AV is managed by a team of
professionals.


Fundraising is key to financial success. Capitalize on local opportunities. Do not expect to utilize
contacts of previous LOCs, because these are local and often personal contacts of members of
the LOC.



To fully recognize all sponsoring organization/companies, we would suggest hosting a sponsor’s
appreciation reception as a mechanism to personally thank each sponsor at the conference. This
would also allow parent organizations the opportunity to network and meet the local
contributors.



The parent organization(s) should, however, create a registry and potentially fund‐raise
themselves, thus mitigating the need for extreme profits from annual meetings.



Tailor the technical program, short courses, and field trips around local and global themes.
Global themes will attract general audiences, and local themes will attract local audiences and
provide a local flavour to the science of the meeting.



Parent organizations have to be more involved in the meetings if they wish to have a significant
volunteer base in the future. The amount of work for the LOC is disproportionate to the return,
and this will only continue to dissuade any future volunteers from organizing AGMs.
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The parent organization(s) should restructure their finances so as not to require the LOC to
generate large profits from the annual meeting. This is an additional stress on the already taxed
LOC.



A Student network event is an excellent mechanism to promote geoscience and the activities of
the parent organizations to students, many of whom were undergraduate volunteers. We
offered a free luncheon with a speaker discussing career diversification. This event was well
attended and well received; it should become an annual event.
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Putting together a national meeting is a major, multi‐year undertaking, whose success is, in great part, a
function of the dedication of the volunteers who organize the event. We extend our sincere thanks to
those, too numerous to name, who made it happen. We would like to acknowledge the tireless
dedication of the LOC. The sub‐committee chairs/co‐chairs were responsible for everything, from the
technical program to on‐site facilities, accommodations, finance to fund raising, field trips to short
courses, commercial exhibits to publicity, registration to special events, printing, publications and
translation. In addition, we are grateful to those Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador staff,
who while not formal members of the LOC, gave freely of their time to make St. John’s 2012 an
outstanding success.
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Summary Statistics

Registration
Professional ......................................................................
Student .............................................................................
Guest ................................................................................
Exhibitor ..........................................................................
Complimentary (students, exhibitors, press) ....................
Complimentary (short course, field trip, teacher) ............

466
168
29
48
711
116
73
900

Accommodations
Delta Hotels .................................................................................. 660 room nights

Accompanying Guest Events
Boat & St. John’s Tour ....................................................
Cape Spear .......................................................................
Marine Drive ....................................................................

Regular
1
3
1

Special Events

Regular
Student Networking Luncheon ........................................
10
Gala Banquet ....................................................................
158
Lobster Dinner .................................................................
131
Yellowbelly Pub Night ....................................................
120
GAC® Luncheon .............................................................
94
MAC Luncheon ...............................................................
57
MDD Luncheon ...............................................................
58

Student
25

7
7
8

Complimentary
8
32
14
14

3

Exhibits
Industry/Government .......................................................
Universities ......................................................................
Arts and Crafts .................................................................
Complimentary ................................................................
Total .................................................................................

Short Courses
Quantitative Mineralogy ..................................................
Dinner (Quidi Vidi Brewing) ...........................................
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3
5
5
36

booths
booths
booths
booths
booths

Regular
12
5

Student
9
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Technical Program
Rejections .........................................................................
Oral Presentations ............................................................
Posters ..............................................................................
Withdrawals ......................................................................
Total submitted
* Includes 2 Plenary addresses

0
383 *
117
19
519

Field Trips
PRE
Registrants
A1 ......................................
32
A2 ......................................
19
A3 ...................................... Cancelled
A4 ......................................
30
A5 ......................................
25
A6 ...................................... Cancelled
A7 ...................................... Cancelled
A8 ...................................... Cancelled
A9 ......................................
23
129
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POST
B1 .....................................
B2 .....................................
B3 .....................................
B4 .....................................
B5 .....................................
B6 .....................................
B7 (Geotourism) ..............

Registrants
21
9
12
21
12
10
18
103
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Finance Report
Greg Sparkes (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
General
The St. John’s 2012 GAC®‐MAC Annual Meeting was financially successful, in part due to the tremendous
effort put forth by the Sponsorship Subcommittee, but also due to the early development of a realistic
budget during initial planning for the meeting (Table 1). This was facilitated by following the procedures
outlined in the GAC®‐MAC annual meeting guide, along with utilizing registration numbers from earlier
meetings. Based on this information, a budget was proposed based on 70 percent of the best estimate
of attendance, which was chosen to be 1000 registrants; this 70 percent best estimate was almost
achieved with 663 paying registrants attending the meeting. Using the estimated attendance numbers
along with the detailed budgets put forward by the individual subcommittees, registrations fees were
calculated on a breakeven basis (Table 2).
Table 1: Initial meeting budget, as projected in 2010
Item
Expense
Exhibits

$7,650.00

Finance

$24,380.00

Sponsorship

$3,960.00

Publications

$56, 375.00

Publicity

$7,425.00

Registration

$61,765.00

Administration/Office

$1,925.00

Social

$40,240.00

Technical Program

$25,575.00

Technical Services

$83, 420.00
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Out Reach

$8,470.00

Total

$321,185.00

$323,830.00

A price increase of $90 was used to separate the “Early” and “Late” registrations fees, in an attempt to
persuade early registration for the meeting. In addition, a difference of $110‐$175 was also used to
separate “Member” and “Non‐member” fees in an attempt to ensure that all registrants were either
current GAC® or MAC members, or became members of one of the parent organizations prior to
registering for the meeting. Exhibit fees were set based on past meetings, while ensuring a modest
profit was generated.
Table 2: Registration fees based on a breakeven budget
Price
Including
Item
Tax
(Early)
Exhibits

Registration
(Member)

Non‐member

Price
(Late)

Including
Tax

Industry

$900.00

$1,017.00

$900.00

$1,017.00

University

$650.00

$734.50

$650.00

$734.50

Craft

$250.00

$282.50

$250.00

$282.50

Professional

$380.53

$430.00

$460.18

$520.00

Student

$57.52

$65.00

$84.07

$95.00

Retired/Unemployed $185.84

$210.00

$212.39

$240.00

One‐day

$185.84

$210.00

$212.39

$240.00

Professional

$530.97

$600.00

$610.62

$690.00

Student

$212.39

$240.00

$234.51

$265.00

Retired/Unemployed $283.19

$320.00

$309.73

$350.00
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One‐day
Accompanying guest

$283.19

$320.00

$309.73

$350.00

$61.95

$70.00

$61.95

$70.00

The majority of the registration fees were paid directly to the GAC® headquarters through
online registration; the registration money that was collected by the LOC was forwarded on to GAC®
headquarters. The number of paying registrants was lower than initial estimates, resulting in slightly
lower revenues than forecasted ($214,000 actual vs. $232,000, excluding taxes). However, due to the
successful nature of the sponsorship initiative, this provided additional financial leeway for the meeting
in dealing with unforeseen costs and unexpected overruns. In addition, excess revenue generated from
field trips also aided in the overall financial success of the meeting. Incoming bills and related payments
handled during the planning and execution of the meeting were managed using basic accounting
software (Simply Accounting).
The income figures outlined in this report represent calculations of all known sources of income, which
include fees from registration, field trips, social events and exhibit booths and is, in part, based on
information supplied by GAC® headquarters (Table 4). Expenses incurred by GAC® head office, which
include wages and overtime in relation to the conference, amounted to $31,159.64 and are included
under “Registration” related expenditures. The income for the overall meeting, coupled with the largely
successful sponsorship campaign, lead to overall revenue of $201,867.51. During final planning of the
meeting, the LOC agreed to provide $10,000 from the sponsorship campaign to the MAC short‐course,
to cover part of the loss‐incurred due to low short‐course registration numbers. In total $7, 115 were
collected in registration fees for the short course, while the LOC incurred expenses totaling $13,545 in
relation to the short course. After the meeting, $3,570 was forwarded to MAC, in order to cover the
balance of the $10,000 commitment made by the LOC. After subtracting the initial seed money supplied
to the LOC by GAC® headquarters, which totaled $35,000, along with other items not directly handled by
the LOC, the final profit of the meeting was $178,230 ($181,800 ‐ the final numbers supplied by audit
carried out at the GAC® headquarters, less the $3,570 given to MAC). A financial summary of the
meeting broken down by category is provided in Appendix 1. In total $170,089.17 was received in
sponsorship for the conference (Appendix 2). Following the meeting an accountant produced a financial
statement for the funds handled by the LOC (see Appendix 3).
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Table 4: Summary of all income and expenditures
Item
Income

Expenditures

Registration

$213,960.18 $41,727.64

Technical Service\
Technical Program\
Exhibits

$ 23,900.00

Sponsorship

$170,089.17 $6,478

Field Trips

$130,172.77 $95,942

Social Events

$34,469.03

$67,305

Publications

‐

$52,291

Publicity

‐

$3,456

Outreach

‐

$6,719

Finance

‐

$2,395

Administration

‐

$582

Total

$572,591.15 $370,723.64

$93,828

Excess of Revenue over Expenditures: $201, 867.51
Appendix 1: Detailed balance sheet for subcommittees

Admin and Office
Item
Miscellaneous
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Total

$582

Exhibits
Item

Debit

Display Materials

Credit

Balance

$266.00

Corp Booths (23)

$20,700.00

University Booths (3)

$1,950.00

Arts and Craft Booths
(5)

$1,250.00

Set‐up cost included
under Tech Services
Total

$23,900.00

$266.00

$23,634.00

Item

Debit

Credit

Balance

Registration Fees

$130,173

Field Trips

A1

$29, 182

A2

$4, 687

A4

$1,030

A5

$665

A9

$1,096

B1

$10,071

B2

$3,104
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B3

$7,854

B4

$11,862

B5

$3,356

B6

$9,539

B7

$3,311

Day Trips

$568

Miscellaneous

$9, 539

Accompany Guest
Trips

$571

Total

$130, 173

$95,942

$34,231

Item

Debit

Credit

Balance

Finance

Accounting Supplies

$100

Service Fees

$290

Accountant

$2,000

Overpayments

$5

Total

$2,395

Outreach
Item
Supplies
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Field Trip

$472

Workshop

$5,398

Total

$6,719

Publications
Item

Debit

Credit

Graphic Design

$22,569

Translation Services

$6,372

Printing Services

$11,700

Flash Drives

$6,450

Production and Layout

$5,200

Total

$52,291

Balance

Publicity/Promotions
Item

Debit

Credit

Website

$191

Promo Materials

$3,265

Total

$3,456

Balance

Registration
Item

Debit

Registration Fees

$213,960
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Head Office

$31,160

Bag items

$10,568

Total

$213,960

$41,728

$172,232

Item

Debit

Credit

Balance

Ticket sales

$34,469.03

Social Events

Entertainment

$11,575

Pub Night

$3,660

Banquet

$45,193

Volunteer Night

$2,875

Short Course Catering

$4,002

Total

$34,469.03

$67, 305

$(32,836)

Item

Debit

Credit

Balance

Sponsorship

Postage

$574

MDD Student
Sponsorship

$4,025

REE Speaker Funding

$1,800

Miscellaneous

$79
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Total

$6,478

Technical Services/Program
Item

Debit

Credit

Speaker Travel

$7,300

Space Rental

$2,040

Internet Café

$3,790

Meals and Banquets

$34, 940

Audio visual

$36, 095

Accommodations

$ 9, 461

Parking

$202

Total

$93, 828

Appendix 2: Detailed of Sponsorship Income
Item

Balance

Credit

Altius

$2,000.00

Aurora Energy

$5,000.00

Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences

$3,000.00

Canadian Geological Foundation

$12,700.00

Canadian Institute of Mining‐NL Branch

$10,000.00

Geological Association of Canada ‐NL Section

$10,000.00
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Hibernia Management and Development Corp.

$25,000.00

HudBay Minerals

$10,000.00

Husky Energy

$10,000.00

Iron Ore Company of Canada

$2,000.00

NL Department of International Trade and Rural Development $1,214.17
Mineral Deposits Division

$7,825.00

Memorial University of Newfoundland

$2,500.00

Nalcor

$5,000.00

NL Dept. of Natural Resources

$10,000.00

NL Prospectors Assoc.

$250.00

Natural Resources Canada

$5,000.00

Professional Engineers and Geoscientists‐NL

$1,000.00

Research and Development Corp of NL

$15,000.00

Statoil

$10,000.00

Suncor

$10,000.00

St. John’s ‘88” Fund

$2,600.00

Vale

$10,000.00

Total

$170,089.17
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Appendix 3 Auditors Financial report
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Sponsorship Report
Annie Parrell (Energy Branch, GNL, Chair)
James Conliffe (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Co‐Chair)

The sponsorship campaign for GAC®‐MAC 2012 commenced in September 2010, with the development
of a sponsorship strategy. A simple booklet containing a brief introduction, an explanation of the various
sponsorship levels, a listing of items available, and a detachable contribution form were created to
present potential sponsors (PDFs are enclosed with this file). A list of contacts for potential sponsors was
compiled and individuals were targeted from various mining, oil and gas, and service companies. Where
possible, we contacted the provincial offices of each company, and in cases where there were no local
offices we sent the brochures directly to the headquarters. Over 300 sponsorship package with
individually addressed cover letters were sent out in the summer of 2011. Several more sponsorship
packages were sent out throughout the year as we became aware of further potential sponsors. Follow‐
up emails were sent out a few weeks after the packages were delivered, and numerous phone calls to
potential sponsors were made. Further to the subcommittee’s efforts, the entire LOC was asked to
consider any personal contacts that could potentially be solicited for sponsorship.
Responses were slow at first, but picked up rapidly in the months before the conference. Each response
was accounted for using an Excel spreadsheet, so we could easily keep track of the money committed
for sponsorship as it was coming in. There were various levels of sponsorships and the logos of
companies were placed on representative materials proportional to their level of sponsorship.

While the fundraising program was very successful, it was difficult to personally thank each sponsor at
the conference. A sponsor’s appreciation reception might be a possible means to acknowledge sponsors
at future meetings.
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Registration Report
Kelly Batten Hender (Canada‐Newfoundland and Labrador Off‐Shore Petroleum Board ‐CNLOPB,
Chair)
Stephanie Johnson (CNLOPB, Co‐Chair)

Early Planning
In the early planning stages of the conference, the Registration Chair focused on working with the LOC
to determine budget, registration deadlines, and fees:
•

The conference budget was initially based on 700 registrants.

•

A two‐tiered registration deadline was decided, with early and late/on‐site categories.

•

Registration fees were set as per the table below.

Pre‐Registration
St. John’s 2012 used the online registration software provided by GAC® and worked with Gerry Kilfoil
and Andrea Bassan to set up the required registration options. Spreadsheets were provided to the
appropriate sub‐committee Chairs (Social Events, Accompanying Guests, Field Trips, Finance, and Short
Course) to collect the data needed for each registration option (e.g., minimum and maximum numbers,
prices, and descriptions). The task of collecting these spreadsheets, following up on missing data,
obtaining translations, making required changes, and formatting for the website was a significant
amount of work, and took approximately one month to complete. The software and the online interface
worked well. It was necessary to make small changes to some events after registration went live, but
these were relatively easy to accommodate. Key dates:
•

Online registration went live on February 15, 2012

•

Early registration deadline was April 20, 2012 after which the fees increased.

•

Deadline for cancellation with refund was May 4, 2012.
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•
Online registration ended on May 13, 2012, allowing two weeks for the registration
administrator at GAC® HQ to print and organize the delegate envelopes and prepare for on‐site
registration.
•
On‐site registration opened on May 27, 2012 at 1:00 PM, a few hours in advance of the
Icebreaker
One suggestion for improvement is to add a feature to the programming to cause events and field trips
to close once they reach the maximum number of participants. Under the current set‐up, several LOC
members and staff were monitoring events on a daily basis, and needed to notify our programmer when
an event category was full to close registration. In a couple of cases, this was not done in time, and
maximums were exceeded by one or two people. Arrangements were made to accommodate these
additional people, but it would go a long way to reduce the work and stress for those involved, if the
website would automatically update to indicate an event is full, and stop accepting registrations.
Most delegates used the online registration system with no issues arising. The registration administrator
at GAC® HQ was very efficient in dealing with inquiries, special requests, and issuing refunds for
cancellations as required.
Registration Kits
The LOC determined that delegate tote bags would be provided, and these were sourced from a local
company, Imprint Specialty Promotions. We opted for a low‐cost cloth grocery bag printed with the
conference logo and two sponsors’ logos. Additional funds were planned for a delegate gift, and
individual 2‐bottle pack of local beer were purchased from Quidi Vidi Brewery, printed with a special
edition conference label. Additional material in each bag included:
•

A hard copy of the conference program

•

A USB flash drive loaded with the abstract volume

•

A name tag holder and lanyard

•

A free pass to the Johnson GeoCentre, a local geoscience museum

•

A pen printed with the conference logo

•

A map of downtown St. John’s (provided free by the city’s tourism department)
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•

A voucher to claim the 2‐bottle pack of beer

•

Promotional material from GAC® and MAC

•

The first circular for the 2013 GAC®‐MAC Joint Annual Meeting

•

An errata handout with corrections and schedule changes

Materials for inclusion in the bags were requested to be delivered at least one week prior to the
scheduled “bag stuffing”, but not everything arrived in time. The bag stuffing party was delayed by a day
to allow for late delivery, and a couple of items were distributed separately with the bags at the
conference. Building flexibility into the scheduling here is recommended. About 12 volunteers spent an
afternoon stuffing bags and packing them into boxes, and the bags were eventually transported to the
conference site by volunteers. The volume of material to be moved was quite large (more than we could
fit into a single load with a pick‐up truck) and heavy. The beer was delivered to the hotel separately by
the brewery, and distributed to delegates who turned in their vouchers at the registration desk.
GAC® Headquarters provided a registration envelope for each delegate, which included the printed
name tag, receipt and event tickets.
Registration kits were required in advance by delegates attending the EdGeo workshops and the MAC
short course, so these were pulled out and given to the organizers to distribute at these two events.
Meeting Registration
In total, 900 delegates attended St. John’s 2012. The registration breakdown is presented in the
following table.
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Registration Category

Fee

Professional Member Early

$430

209

Professional Member Late

$520

31

Professional Non‐Member Early

$600

120

Professional Non‐Member Late

$690

43

Retired/Unemployed Early

$210

25

Retired/Unemployed Late

$240

2

Retired/Unemployed Non‐Member Early

$320

7

Retired/Unemployed Non‐Member Late

$350

3

Student Member Early

$65

120

Student Member Late

$95

30

Student Non‐Member Early

$240

9

Student Non‐Member Late

$265

9

Accompanying Guest

$70

29

One Day Member Early

$210

4

One Day Member Late

$240

5

One Day Non Member Early

$320

4

One Day Non Member Late

$350

13

Total Paid Registrations
Comp. Student Volunteers

Delegates

663
44

Comp. General
70
(Volunteers, one full registration per exhibit booth, etc.)
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Comp. Short Course Presenters

10

Comp. Press

2

Comp. Exhibitors
48
(up to 3 additional per booth, cannot attend sessions)
Teachers’ Workshop Participants (EdGeo)

42

Comp. Field Trip Only (attending field trip only)

21

Total Complimentary Registrations

237

Total Registrations

900

Of these 900 delegates, 854 registered in advance, and 46 registered on site. The on‐site registration
totals are included in the table that follows. (Note that these are already included in the total
registration figures presented above.)

Registration Category
Professional Member
Professional Non-Member
Retired/Unemployed members
Student Member
Student Non -Member
One Day Member
One Day Non-Member
Total On-Site Registrations

Delegates
9
13
2
8
4
3
7
46

At the conference site, registration was accommodated in a room that normally serves as a coat check.
This was beneficial because it provided ample storage space and wickets to use for serving delegates. It
also allowed us to lock the room when not in use to secure the equipment and supplies. The registration
desk was not in a prominent location, but good signage ensured that most people found it without much
trouble. This location also allowed us to deliver the registration kits and set up one day in advance and
importantly, to test out the computers and credit card payment terminal to ensure everything was
working.
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On‐site registration was managed by Eleanor Penney, with logistics managed by the LOC. Volunteers
from the registration sub‐committee and student volunteers handed out registration packages to the
pre‐registered delegates and assisted Eleanor with printing nametags.
A separate information desk was located near the registration desk. It was staffed by bilingual
volunteers familiar with the city, and provided extra maps and tourist information. It was a useful way to
deflect some of the traffic from the registration staff during peak times (early in the conference).
Information on post‐conference field trip departures was particularly useful to have on hand there. The
registration sub‐committee also assembled information about local restaurants, transit, taxis, etc. to
post on the main conference notice board.
Other Comments
1. The LOC received a number of requests from international delegates for letters of invitation for
the purpose of obtaining travel visas. We note that previous conference reports have also
identified this as an ongoing issue. A letter was provided to everyone who requested one, and
these were phrased in such a way as to make it clear that the LOC assumed no responsibility for
the invited delegates' expenses or other needs. There were several instances of international
speakers who submitted abstracts but then were not able to attend the conference. In most
cases, they had not paid, and in one case, a person who had paid sent an email after the
conference requesting a refund. It is important that members of the LOC and staff who deal
with such requests/communications keep each other and the LOC Chair informed of what is
happening, especially since people seem to be willing to try multiple points of contact. We
found it beneficial to designate one person to handle such requests and produce the required
letters.
2. Several requests were also received for travel funding, particularly from students who submitted
abstracts. No funds were set aside to support student travel; however, students who contacted
us were encouraged to volunteer at the conference to obtain free registration.
3. After several requests, we decided to allow attendees to register for field trips and the short
course without paying conference registration fees. These registrations could not be completed
online, so they were handled by the registration administrator at GAC® HQ by phone or email. In
most cases, there were legitimate reasons why these people would not be able to attend the
conference (e.g., the field trip in Nova Scotia was attended by several geologists from Nova
Scotia who were not travelling to St. John’s). Though this decreased revenue, it was beneficial
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because it allowed some field trips to run where numbers would otherwise have been marginal.
In future, it would be helpful for the LOC to decide/consider on a policy for field‐trip‐only
registration, in advance.
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SAMPLE VISA REQUEST LETTER
Mr.XX
Faculty of Mines
Geological Engineering
Istanbul ‐ TURKEY
Wednesday, May 02, 2012
Re: Visa Application for XXXX
Passport no. U XXXX
Date of issue of passport: 20 April 2012
Date of expiration of passport: 20 April 2022
Date of birth: 16 August 1983
Place of birth: Ankara, Turkey
Dear XXX,
The Local Organizing Committee for GAC®®‐MAC 2012 is pleased to extend this invitation to you to
attend the meeting, to be held in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, from 27‐29 May 2012. This
follows the successful meetings held previously in St. John’s in 2001, 1988 and 1974.
We understand that you have also registered for the short course “Quantitative Mineralogy of
Sediments and Sedimentary Rocks” on May 25th and 26th.
While the Organizing Committee will not be involved in making arrangements for guests’ arrival,
transportation or accommodation in St. John’s, the city is well provided with taxi and other public
transport services, and most hotels, including the Delta Hotel which is hosting the meeting, provide a full
concierge service that can meet the needs of every guest.
It is an honour for us to organize GAC®®‐MAC 2012 and we can assure you of a rewarding event, both
scientifically and socially.
Sincerely,
Alana Hinchey
LOC Chair, GAC®®‐MAC 2012
c/o Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, P.O. Box 8700, St. John’s NL A1B 4J6
(709) 729‐7725
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Technical Program Report
Joe MacQuaker (Memorial University, Chair)
Hamish Sandeman (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Co‐Chair)
Background and Philosophy – summary thoughts
The technical program at the St John’s 2012 GAC®‐MAC AGM was specifically designed to showcase the
distinctive geology of the Atlantic Provinces of Canada. We particularly aimed to use the world‐class
geology present in this region as a natural laboratory to highlight scientific advances in geological
disciplines that are well recorded in rocks of this part of Canada. We also went out of our way to include
sessions that specifically dealt with the continental‐scale processes associated with the origin of the
Appalachians, opening of the North Atlantic, and unraveling the tectonic style in Precambrian orogens.
Finally, we responded positively to interested parties (e.g., specialist groups of GAC® / geoscientists
active in Canada) wishing to organize specific sessions that were scientifically topical e.g., “Building the
North American continent: A perspective from Precambrian basins”, “Forensic Geology”, “Shale Gas”, “
Geoscience for Geohazard Assessment and Oil Spill Prevention and Mitigation”. Our program was
designed to be inclusive and to cover as many aspects of geology as possible. We deliberately made sure
that it contained subject material that had both an applied geoscience focus that was relevant to the
mining and the minerals extraction and petroleum industries as well as material with a more academic
bent and outreach focus. As far as possible we made sure that contributions were solicited from across
the subject area and we paid particular attention to having subject matter presented by geologists
working in industry, government organizations, universities and museums / national parks. To this end
sessions were presented across most of the sub‐disciplines in geology including: mineralogy, geophysics,
geochemistry structural geology, sedimentology, stratigraphy, paleontology, igneous geology,
metamorphic geology, tectonics, geomicrobiology, remote sensing, planetary science and economic
geology. We were particularly pleased to be able to host interdisciplinary symposia that celebrated the
terrific research of world‐renown Pre‐Cambrian researchers such as Hans Hoffman (whose work was
celebrated in the symposium titled “Neoproterozoic to Cambrian Evolution of the Earth and Life” and
great stratigraphers and regional geologists such as Hank Williams in a symposium titled “Collision
tectonics and terranes: the Appalachian‐Caledonian symposium”. Finally, the three plenary addresses
were explicitly designed to provide overviews of the key subject areas in the conference. In spite of our
best efforts we did not manage to host sessions that addressed a wide range environmental geology
topics.
Some specifics – timing and scheduling
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We ran the conference over three days and ran 10 parallel sessions over this time. We deliberately
made sure that each day the timetable was consistent. Each day began at 8:30 and continued to 16:40
with refreshment breaks and plenary lectures being scheduled at the same time each day. Each day 15
speaking slots were timetabled. Overall, we organized >30 separate sessions and symposia. The sessions
varied in length with some containing just four submissions (speakers), whereas others contained up to
30. We deliberately ensured that at least one of the session chairs was particularly engaged in the
processes of soliciting contributions to the program. Most of the Chairs did an exceptional job cajoling
their colleagues to give talks. Only two sessions, that had been initially planned, ultimately had to be
cancelled because of lack of interest from the community. Much of the success of this conference can be
attributed to the hard work that the session chairs put in to ensure that the conference content was
interesting and relevant. Overall >500 lectures and posters were presented. Making sure that the chairs
promoted their sessions in a timely fashion, however, was very challenging. In the 12 months prior to
the conference, the Technical Chairs wrote 100s of e‐mails promoting the scientific content of the
meeting in an attempt to elicit abstracts by the deadlines. In spite of all this activity a few days before
the advertised closing date for submissions < 50 talks and posters had been submitted. Promoting the
activities of this conference was enormously time consuming and required continuous attention,
particularly in the 10 week interval prior to the conference. The amount of time that this activity
requires should not be underestimated.
Funding of Speakers
To entice and facilitate the attendance of key contributors to the program, various levels of financial
support were offered to the speakers. These included paying the expenses or making a financial
contribution to the Plenary Speakers (Herb Helmstedt and Kurt Konhauser respectively), waiving the
registration fees, and contributing to the transport costs of people attending from Eastern North
America ($500.00), Central and Western North America ($1000.00), Europe ($1000.00), and Australasia
($1500.00). While the monies disbursed through this processes certainly facilitated the attendance of
many speakers, ultimately accounting for this money, proved an enormous administrative headache.
Final Thoughts
Overall, we were very pleased with the outcome of the conference. Given the amount of effort required
and extensive time commitment, I would not seek to repeat the experience anytime soon. On balance it
was worthwhile but it was also very time consuming.
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Technical Services Report
Larry Nolan (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
Colin Farquharson (Memorial University, Co‐ Chair)
Eleven concurrent sessions were held at the Delta Hotel in St. John’s with all audiovisual requirements
provided by an onsite company who had two technicians and a manager on duty throughout. All session
rooms were equipped with a computer, projector, screen, microphone, pointer and timer and the room
sizes included:
1 with seating capacity of 250
2 with seating capacity of 120
4 with seating capacity of 60
1 with seating capacity of 50
2 with seating capacity of 36
1 with seating capacity of 32

Student volunteers were assigned to each session and at an information desk near the speaker ready
room and internet café. A half‐hour training session was held for the student volunteers who would be
sitting in the session rooms. Our expectations were explained to the students. A hands‐on training
session at which the volunteers could familiarize themselves with the laptop, projector, and lights in a
room would have been more effective than a simple presentation. The speaker ready room was quite
busy and the internet café was less so but more than we expected.

All the computers and projects, etc., for the technical sessions, meeting rooms, and speaker ready‐room
were provided by the AV company. However, four economically priced laptops were purchased for the
internet café. These were given away as lottery prizes to the volunteers. In addition to being an
incentive and reward to the volunteers, this was also more economical than the cost of renting four
computers from the AV company for the duration of the conference. Laser pointers and basic timers
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were also purchased and distributed to the session rooms each day, and collected back again at the end
of each day.

The Delta provided a compact facility with sessions virtually next door to each other, and Wi‐Fi Internet
access was available throughout the conference area. Four meeting rooms where available for divisions’
annual general meetings and receptions, ranging in capacity of 20 to 50 people, audiovisual equipment
was provided when requested. Two televisions had scrolling screens listing the day’s events and signs
were posted outside each session, listing the presentations. There were a significant number of room
change‐overs between theatre style seating and conference style seating, and different AV needs of
sessions versus meetings. The Delta Hotel and AV company handled all these changes very efficiently,
but it proved useful to work closely with the AV company to make sure all the changes were
understood.

No major problems were encountered and the onsite audiovisual technicians took care of all minor
glitches that arose immediately.
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Field Trips Report
Andrew Kerr (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
Eric Albrechtsons (Suncor Energy, Co‐Chair)

General
Field Trips proved to be an important part of the St. John’s 2012 GAC®‐MAC meeting. In total, we ran 12
field trips from an initial offering of 15. In total, 216 registrants participated in field trips, not including
leaders and some student and professional helpers, so it would appear that almost 25% of the delegates
were involved in one way or another. Our only regret is that we did have to cancel three trips due to
insufficient registration numbers (see below).
The Field Trips Program for the meeting was also a financial success, with an‐after‐tax revenue of close
to $27,000; if GST rebates on services are accounted for, the overall revenue from all field trips should
exceed $30,000. Some of this revenue was generated because we successfully located in‐kind support
that would help us reduce costs, and in some cases this support probably doubled revenues, but the
base budgets for trips were self‐supporting. In one case (Labrador), the in‐kind support allowed us to
run a field trip for a smaller group of people than the base budget would have permitted.
We made an effort to develop flexible plans for trips that envisaged running them with rented self‐
driven minivans at lower numbers, with the potential to transfer to chartered buses or coaches if
numbers grew beyond a critical point, generally around 20 paying participants. We also rented vans as
part of a single larger contract that provided a discount and unlimited mileage, and allowed us to bring
vehicles one‐way from Deer Lake to St. John’s on pre‐meeting trips, and then return them through post‐
meeting trips.
Student discounts were offered for all but two trips, and in most cases such student registration was
fully subscribed. The introduction of discounting does complicate the budgeting process, but we feel
that it is a good principle, and that the number of discounted student spaces could probably be
increased at future GAC®‐MAC meetings. However, the limits on student registration would need to be
monitored and adjusted as registration proceeds, to ensure that the ratio of professional to student
participants remained at a viable level.
Guidebooks were prepared for all trips, and the dedicated and experienced assistance of Chris Pereira
and Joanne Rooney resulted in very professional and smart publications, even if we only just made
deadlines in some cases. Our only regret is that it may apparently be difficult to make some of these
valuable documents more widely available.
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The Field Trips offered at the meeting, including those that were cancelled, are listed in Table 1. Table 2
lists the financial results from field trips, based on information available as of June 20th, at which time
all bills and expense claims were finalized. It is possible that some minor adjustments could take place
subsequently, but we do not expect this. The remainder of this document contains some specific
comments on trips and their outcomes. It also contains a few comments and suggestions that apply on a
wider basis.
PRE‐MEETING FIELD TRIPS
Trip A‐1: Accreted Terranes of the Newfoundland Appalachians
This was the largest of all the trips, involving 36 people (including leaders and helpers). It was intended
to be somewhat smaller, but there was a lot of demand for spaces. The final plan involved some
improvisation in terms of accommodation, and both vehicle and fuel costs were higher than projected;
limits on available double rooms in some locations also raised per‐person accommodation costs. Despite
these issues, it generated healthy revenue. Should this trip be run again with the same itinerary, an ideal
maximum number is about 26 people, including leaders and helpers. Aside from one wet day, the
weather was excellent ‐ if anything, it was too hot.
Trip A‐2: Dawn of the Paleozoic on the Burin Peninsula
This was a fairly simple trip, based out of one location in Marystown. The registration allowed
substitution of a chartered 25 passenger minicoach for rented vans. The weather was superb ‐ a real
plus for a trip mostly centred on coastal hiking. There was essentially no in‐kind support, and the
revenues were slightly higher than initially projected. The 25 passenger mini‐coach proved to be an
excellent vehicle for field trips, as it can also negotiate gravel roads.
Trip A‐3: Quaternary Geology of Western Newfoundland
This trip was cancelled as it attracted only one registrant. This was, perhaps, not surprising, as there was
limited technical content related to Quaternary geology in the conference program.
Trip A‐4: Mistaken Point ‐ Potential World Heritage Site
This trip was fully sold out, to the limit imposed by restrictions at the fossil site. We suspect that it could
also have been run as a post‐meeting trip, with similar results. The transportation plan was modified to
use two buses ‐ a comfortable coach for the trip there and back, and an older school bus for the rough
road to Mistaken Point and Cape Race. Although this cut into revenues, we are sure it was appreciated
by participants. Nevertheless, the revenue from this trip remained very healthy. It was sunny in
Ferryland but (unfortunately) foggy at Mistaken Point.
Trip A‐5: Neoproterozoic Gold Mineralization of the Northeast Avalon
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This trip attracted sufficient interest to run with a school bus for transportation; a motor coach could
not be used because of a few rough roads. It generated revenue, and the weather was excellent. The
distances were short, so the school bus was comfortable enough.
Trips A‐6, A‐7 and A‐8
Trips A‐6 (Environmental Geology), A‐7 (Bell Island) and A‐8 (Flat Rock) were cancelled due to
insufficient registrations. The cancellation of A‐6 did not come as a surprise, but the loss of A‐7 and A‐8
was a major disappointment. The registrations of 4 people or less could not justify the effort and cost of
running such trips through an alternative plan using minivans, which we would have implemented for 8
or more people. The reasons for cancellation are not clear, and the good registration for A‐5 suggests
that the cost ($115/$75) was not a factor. It is possible that the specialized nature of trips A‐7 and A‐8,
as reflected in their titles, may have discouraged registration. It is our opinion that one‐day trips at
GAC®‐MAC meetings should be deliberately targeted at a broad audience, so that people are tempted to
participate even where the subjects lie outside their specialization.
Trip A‐9: Offshore Core Reservoirs
This was not really a field trip in the usual sense of the word, but was well‐subscribed by the local and
visiting petroleum geology community. The transportation costs were minimal, but some of this saving
was directed into providing the best lunch of any trip, and Starbucks coffee for a mid‐morning break.
The after‐tax revenue was about the same as for conventional field trips such as A‐5, suggesting that the
equivalent pricing was appropriate.
POST‐MEETING FIELD TRIPS
B‐1: Ediacaran Glaciation, Oxidation and the Origins of Animals
This trip enjoyed a high profile prior to the meeting, and was expected by some to sell out, although this
did not happen. The eventual number of 21 participants, following two cancellations, proved to be ideal.
The weather was good if not constantly sunny, which was a bonus in view of the coastal hiking. The
numbers supported the two‐bus transportation plan like that used for the one‐day trip. This was only
slightly more costly than using a school bus throughout, and vastly more comfortable. The revenue was
slightly below expectations, but remained healthy. An optimum number for trips to this area is 25 in
total, dictated by accommodation in Trepassey. Accommodating 30 or more people would have been
problematic.
B‐2: Peri‐Gondwanan Arc‐Back Arc Complex, etc.
Registration for this trip was small (9) and possibly reflected it’s rather complex and specialized title,
which may have discouraged some from an excellent chance to see spectacular scenery and geology.
However, the trip was still viable as all the registrants were professionals, and we were able to avail of a
survey vehicle and just one van. The revenue was excellent under the circumstances, and we could
certainly have managed without in‐kind support.
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B‐3: Stratigraphy, Tectonics and Petroleum Potential in Western Newfoundland
This trip attracted lower numbers than hoped, but was certainly viable with 12 paying participants. It
had the distinction of the only logistical problem amongst all 12 trips, when a loaned survey truck broke
down in Corner Brook. This introduced a small additional expense for interim van rental. A highlight of
the trip was a water‐taxi trip on Bonne Bay, with superb views of the ophiolites and carbonate rocks.
The weather on the west coast, aside from just one wet day, was excellent. Even with the unexpected
expenses, there was a healthy revenue for a small trip.
B‐4: VMS Deposits of the Newfoundland Central Mobile Belt
This trip was the most profitable of all and had the largest proportion of students. $2000 from MDD
helped subsidize and increase student participation on the trip. The trip ran smoothly, although some
last minute considerations prevented all participants from going underground at Duck Pond. A Survey
vehicle and a Teck company vehicle assisted with the transportation. The results of this trip illustrate
that ‐ given some additional support ‐ running field trips with up to 50% students at a 30% discount is
perfectly feasible and can remain profitable.
B‐5: The New Meguma
This was the only field trip run wholly outside Newfoundland. The registration for the trip was opened
up to outside participants not registered for the conference itself, and this was probably an important
factor in viability. This could be considered as a more general approach, with the proviso that such
“open registration” should only be possible after full registrants have had ample time to sign up. The
costs for this trip were low ‐ indicative of price differentials between NL and NS ‐ and there was in‐kind
support from a Nova Scotia Natural Resources vehicle. The excellent revenue from the trip partly
reflects these factors.
B‐6: The Grenville of Southeast Labrador and Quebec
This was the second‐most‐profitable field trip, which is counterintuitive given the costs of running trips
in Labrador. We were delighted that this trip turned out to be feasible for 10 people, especially given the
rather expensive fee and the need for connecting airfares. The profitability largely reflects minimal
transportation costs: we used a Survey vehicle and a 4 x 4 truck donated for our use by Silver Spruce
Resources. Also, leader expenses were provided as in‐kind support from the Survey. Without this
support, it would have been far more difficult to run the trip, although still possible on a break‐even
basis or with a small loss. The weather was excellent and ‐ believe it or not ‐ there were no blackflies or
mosquitoes.
B‐7: Bonavista Geotourism
This trip was also very profitable. It was priced to allow use of a motorcoach, and this proved feasible,
with an eventual registration of 18 people, not including leaders. The greatest in‐kind support came not
from the Survey, but from the local development associations, who fed and entertained the group most
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of the time. By all accounts, participants were bowled over by the hospitality and the overall cultural
experience. Several suggested that a “geotourism‐centred” excursion should be a regular feature of all
future GAC®‐MAC meetings. The location of the trip meant that it was the only one to experience NE
winds, drizzle and fog, but this apparently did little to dampen enthusiasm.
LISTING OF FIELD TRIPS
PRE‐MEETING
A1. Accreted Terranes of the Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland: In the footsteps of Hank Williams
($1250 professional, $830 student)
Leaders and Guidebook: Cees van Staal and Alexandre Zagorevski
Monday May 21st to Saturday May 26th: 26 professionals and 6 students.

A2. The Dawn of the Paleozoic Era on the Burin ($675 professional, $450 student)
Leaders and Guidebook: Paul Myrow and Guy Narbonne
Thursday May 24th to Saturday May 26th: 14 professionals and 5 students

A3. Quaternary Geology of Western Newfoundland CANCELLED
A4. Mistaken Point: A Potential World Heritage Site for the Ediacaran Biota ($170 professional, $115
student)
Leader and Guidebook: Richard Thomas
Saturday May 26th: 22 professionals and 8 students

A5. Neoproterozoic Epithermal Gold Mineralization of the Northeast Avalon Peninsula ($115
professional, $75 student)
Leader: Greg Sparkes
Guidebook: Sean O’Brien, Greg Sparkes, Greg Dunning, Benoît Dubé and Barry Sparkes
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Saturday May 26th: 12 professionals and 13 students

A6. Environmental and Urban Geology of the St. John’s Area CANCELLED
A7. Sedimentology and Ichnology of Ordovician Rocks on Bell Island CANCELLED
A8. Structure of the Flat Rock Area: Avalonian Sedimentation and Orogeny CANCELLED

A9. Cores from the Ben Nevis and Jeanne d’Arc Reservoirs: A Study in Contrasts ($115 professional, $75
student)
Leaders: Duncan McIlroy, Iain Sinclair and Jordan Stead
Guidebook: Duncan McIlroy, Iain Sinclair, Jordan Stead and Alison Moore
Friday May 25th: 19 professionals and 4 students

POST‐MEETING TRIPS
B1. When Life got Big: Ediacaran Glaciation, Oxidation and the Mistaken Point Biota of Newfoundland
($900 professional, $610 student)
Leaders and Guidebook: Guy Narbonne and Marc LaFlamme
Wednesday May 30th to Saturday June 2nd: 16 professionals and 5 students

B2. Peri‐Gondwanan Arc‐Back‐Arc Complex and Badger Retroarc Foreland Basin: Development of the
Exploits Orocline of Central Nfld ($680 professional, $440 student)
Leader and Guidebook: Brian O’Brien
Wednesday May 30th to Friday June 1st: 9 professionals
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B3. Stratigraphy, Tectonics and Petroleum Potential of the Deformed Laurentian Margin and Foreland
Basin in Western Newfoundland ($1020 professional, $680 student)
Leaders and Guidebook: John Waldron and Larry Hicks
Tuesday May 29th to Saturday June 2nd: 9 professionals and 3 students
B4. VMS Deposits of the Appalachian Central Mobile Belt ($1020 professional, $680 student)
Leaders and Guidebook: Steve Piercey and John Hinchey
Wednesday May 30th to Sunday June 3rd: 11 professionals and 10 students

B5. Meguma Terrane Revisited: Stratigraphy, Metamorphism, Paleontology and Provenance ($610
professional, $410 student)
Leaders and Guidebook: Chris White and Sandra Barr
Wednesday May 30th to Friday June 1st: 10 professionals and 2 students

B6. The Grenville Province of Southeastern Labrador and Adjacent Québec ($1580 professional, no
student discount)
Leader and Guidebook: Charlie Gower
Tuesday May 29th to Sunday June 3rd: 10 professionals

B7. Geotourism and the Coastal Geologic Heritage of the Bonavista Peninsula: Current Challenges and
Future Opportunities ($680 professional, no student discount)
Leaders and Guidebook: Amanda McCallum and Sean O’Brien
Wednesday May 30th to Friday June 1st: 18 professionals
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Table 2: Summary of Revenues and Expenses for Field Trips (as of June 20, 2012, no significant changes expected)
Trip

Name

Revenue - Prof Revenue - Student Transport Accommodations Food, etc.

Other

HST paid After-Tax Revenue

Comments

PRE-MEETING EXCURSIONS
A-1
A-2

Accreted Terranes
Burin

A-4
A-5
A-9

Mistaken Point WHS
Neoproterozoic Gold
Offshore Reservoirs

$32,500.00
$9,450.00

$4,980.00
$2,250.00

$8,161.41
$2,486.00

$3,740.00
$1,380.00
$2,185.00

$920.00
$975.00
$300.00

$1,525.50
$452.00
$53.60

$14,400.00
$6,120.00
$9,180.00
$11,220.00
$6,100.00
$15,800.00
$11,220.00

$3,050.00

$3,051.00
$686.52
$1,647.07
$4,197.43
$721.28
$677.19
$3,220.50

$16,913.43
$4,683.89

$4,570.71 $1,049.06
$384.46 $215.00
$342.81
$302.96
$636.86

$3,531.24
$893.82

$2,473.53 Profits 25% less than initially projected
$2,584.63 Profits 10% more than anticipated

$761.12
$265.00
$465.00

$302.50
$117.34
$132.93

$1,494.46 Profits 10% more than anticipated
$1,064.11 Profits 30% more than anticipated
$1,043.66 Close to predictions

$356.88 $1,048.10
$1,161.71 $354.00
$1,896.13 $1,395.98
$2,562.96 $610.48
$789.93 $353.90
$2,909.01 $658.36
$231.77 $590.00

$1,567.79
$397.91
$1,010.61
$1,583.31
$436.84
$1,161.13
$791.34

$1,814.78
$1,957.15
$1,231.06
$4,184.46
$2,326.78
$3,889.38
$3,050.63

$52,792.78 $16,146.19 $7,766.00 $11,926.76

$27,114.65

POST-MEETING EXCURSIONS
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7

Ediacaran glaciation, etc.
Exploits Orocline
Western Newfoundland
VMS Deposits
Meguma
Grenville
Bonavista

TOTALS

$123,295.00

$2,040.00
$6,800.00
$820.00

$22,135.00 $26,879.50

$9,171.72
$1,256.55
$3,758.96
$6,391.57
$1,932.00
$5,848.36
$2,836.30

Tax Refund if only GST is rebated
Tax Refund if full HST is rebated

Profits 20% less than initially projected
Profits 20% more than anticipated
Profits 10% less than initially projected
Costs a bit higher - but extra MDD revenue
Twice as much profit as projected
Profits increased through vehicle loans
Profits increased through free food

$4,587.22
$11,926.76

NOTES
1. Figures in blue italics are those for which I do not have final exact numbers, but are reasonable estimates.
2. I have assumed that all expenses include 13% HST; however a very small proportion of expenses would actually be non-taxable food items.
3. "Other" includes guidebooks, safety gear, permits, entry fees, assorted expenses
4. Note that in some cases the "Accommodation" category includes food provided by hotel establishments as part of an integrated bill.

SOME GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
These are some general suggestions that come from our experience with field trips at the 2012
meeting. Some do not have obvious solutions, others might easily be remedied for future GAC®‐MAC
endeavours. They are given in no particular order.
1. Mobile phone contact information should be collected as part of the registration process. This could
be very useful if we are missing a participant at the beginning of a trip, and want to contact them.
2. When a registrant’s first choice for a field trip is confirmed, and we know that said trip will run, their
second‐choice entries should be removed from the registration database. The retention of second
choices caused some confusion in contacting delegates by email.
3. There seems to be no reason why discounting for students could not be a standard policy, and the
limit on student numbers could probably be adjusted during the registration process. We might
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have gained some extra student participants by doing this, because the demand was probably still
there.
4. Opening up some field trips to interested parties who are not attending as conference delegates
may be a valuable approach in specific cases, but the first priority in registration should be for
delegates. We think that this approach helped to make the Nova Scotia field trip viable (and more
profitable).
5. Although GAC® does carry insurance for damage to rental vehicles, we elected to purchase
insurance from the rental agency to remove virtually all risk from GAC®; we were able to get a
discounted rate, and this had minimal impact on revenue. We believe that having this insurance
made volunteer drivers more comfortable; without it, they would have had to sign a contract
section entitled “Responsibility for full value of vehicle”.
6. It is always hard to predict the interest in a given trip, and we believe the key to running trips and
avoiding cancellations is to have flexible plans that will allow a small trip to break even, but at the
same time permit it to be easily scaled up if numbers permit. This flexibility is needed mostly in the
transportation arrangements, as bus or coach rentals represent high fixed costs.
7. The guidebooks from field trips are valuable documents that often become standard references for
areas or topics, but they are not widely available. In contrast, GSA makes field trip guides available
as hardcopy and CD compilations. Although there may be some complications in such an approach,
we think that this should be investigated. Some of the 2012 guides will become GSC, GSNL or NSDNR
open files, but wider availability and a higher profile remain a better objective for the future.
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Short Course Report
Graham Layne (Memorial University, Chair)
National Society Coordination
The sole short course offered at St. John’s 2012 was the MAC Sponsored Course: Quantitative
Mineralogy and Microanalysis of Sediments and Sedimentary Rocks (P. Sylvester ed.). As has been
traditional, editorial and organizational coordination from MAC Headquarters was extremely
professional.
Conference Centre
Since the choice was made to host this pre‐meeting short course at the Conference Hotel, all
arrangements were streamlined. SC LOC benefitted enormously from the fact that NL Geological Survey
members of the LOC (esp. L. Nolan and G. Stapleton) had organized many previous professional
meetings at the Delta.
Advertising and Attendance
Final paid enrollment in the SC was 12 Professionals and 10 Students. We would have liked to have had
an even higher enrollment. The conference capacity to host 60‐80 participants would have been easy to
arrange.
MAC provided a very attractive, 1 page PDF, advertisement showing date, place, instructors etc. This
was advertised by MAC in Elements and some other publications, as well as on the official Conference
website. We also had it included as a link, in several GAC® email newsletters, during the months leading
up to the conference.
In retrospect, wider dissemination of this advertisement in additional, relevant newsletters and
professional journals (many of which may have carried it at no cost to the Conference), especially
internationally, would likely have had a positive effect on enrollment numbers.
More effective circulation of the advertisement poster by “word‐of‐mouth” email to colleagues
worldwide in directly‐allied academe and industry, would also have paid dividends.
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The timing for the most effective advertising is difficult to quantify – especially when addressing
colleagues and students who might come to the meeting for the express purpose of the SC (rather than
as an ancillary activity to a meeting they would routinely attend anyway). My guess is that a pronounced
Jan‐Dec campaign for a May meeting might be most effective in getting this target group to plan to
attend.
One does not have a clear quantitative estimate of enrollment until the electronic registration deadline
passes – since, true to form, most attendees register during the very last week of the online registration.
Sponsorship
Paul Sylvester had good success in soliciting additional sponsorship by instrument manufacturers with a
direct interest in the technologies germane to the short course subject. This particular avenue might be
appropriate for subsequent SCs as well.
Social Venue – SC Banquet
An optional evening banquet (catered at a local microbrewery in a scenic St. John’s location) was offered
to all course participants (at a fee), as well as course instructors (complimentary).
This provided an excellent networking opportunity for SC organizers, instructors and participants (all
instructors, and about 50% of participants opted to attend). In this respect, it might be considered
superior to the alternative of an “instructor’s only” dinner.
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Exhibits Report
Greg Stapleton (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
When the LOC decided that the conference would be held at the Delta Hotel and Conference Centre in
St. John’s, planning for the trade show exhibits came together quickly. The chair was very familiar with
the venue and had worked with the hotel’s conference service providers many times in the past, as a
result of his experience with the annual “Mineral Resources Review” of the Geological Survey of
Newfoundland and Labrador.
The main objective in planning the trade show was to provide maximum exhibit exposure to conference
delegates. This was achieved mainly by having the trade show exhibit space occupy high traffic areas,
i.e., the periphery of Salon A, (a floor plan is below this section), where the poster sessions were held,
and along both sides of the “delegate’s concourse”, which is the main hallway linking the meeting rooms
where technical sessions convened. Four of the meeting rooms were located adjacent to the trade show
area, which guaranteed a good flow of delegates through the trade show exhibits. Other initiatives, i.e.,
holding conference receptions, special events and locating coffee and refreshment stations in the trade
show area, also helped increase trade show traffic.
In keeping with past GAC® ‐ MAC protocol, it was agreed that there would be a three‐tiered pricing
system for the rental of exhibit space (see below). Commercial booths were the most expensive, with a
slight discount for university departments, and a very low rate for local crafts persons, which, however,
did not carry any other privileges for the meeting. Complementary booths were provided to the
sponsoring societies (GAC® and MAC), and “Winnipeg 2013” was also provided an exhibit space at no
cost.

Pricing for Exhibitors’ Booths
Commercial & Government exhibitors: $1,017 (including HST)
University exhibitors: $734.50 (including HST)
Arts & Crafts exhibitors: $282.50 (including HST).
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Salon A and the Crush Lobby areas provided space for 34 booths of which 28 measured 8’x10’ and 6
measured 5’x10’ (Floor Plan see below). Rental fees were not discounted for the smaller spaces. Each
booth was equipped with pipe and drape, table with cloth and skirt, two chairs, waste basket and power
supply. These services, plus booth set up and take down were provided by Atlantic Audio Visual who is
the Delta Hotel’s exclusive service contractor. Extras, including freight handling and storage services,
could be independently ordered by the exhibitors from the conference service provider using the trade
show service pack available on the conference website.
We made extensive use of the lists of exhibitors from previous meetings and the “Mineral Resources
Review” mailing list to target potential booth holders. The trade show was also promoted in all
conference literature, both digital and print. We began to sign‐up exhibitors in early 2011 and continued
up until May 2012.
Exhibitors expressed general satisfaction with their experience at St John’s 2012. Most felt that the
conference adequately provided traffic for trade show exhibitors, that the planning and logistical
assistance was well done, and that there was ample business opportunity there to justify their
attendance.
The online conference registration system for St. John’s 2012, could not accommodate the registration
of exhibitors; therefore, exhibitors registered using a form that could be downloaded from the website.
This method was viewed by exhibitors and the LOC as “out of date” and inefficient. In order to make
registration more user friendly for exhibitors in the future, the online registration system should be
upgraded to correct this deficiency.
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Information provided to Exhibitors
Exhibition Program
Commercial, Government, University and Arts and Crafts exhibits will be located on the Main
Conference Floor of the Delta Hotel, in Salon A and the crush lobby areas (floor plan). Poster sessions,
special sessions and symposia will take place in the same, and in adjacent and nearby rooms, all within
the hotel. The Icebreaker Reception will take place in the trade show area. This strategic location will
give the exhibitors’ products and services an optimal visibility.
Booth Rental Fees


Commercial and Government exhibitors: $1,017 (including HST)



University exhibitors: $734.50 (including HST)



Arts & Crafts exhibitors: $282.50 (including HST).

One full conference registration and up to three “exhibitor only” name tags are included in the booth
rental fee for commercial, government and university exhibitors. The “exhibitor only” name tags allow
access to the trade show and Saturday evening Icebreaker Reception only. Full registration for the
Technical Program is NOT included in the Arts & Crafts exhibit space rental fee but the Arts & Crafts
exhibitor’s will receive up to three complementary “exhibitor only” name tags.
Booking Exhibit Space
Booths will be assigned by the Local Organizing Committee on a first come – first – served basis. On first
application from the exhibitor, the exhibit space will be held for a maximum of 48 hours until the local
organizing committee receives the completed Trade Show Exhibit Space Reservation Form and payment.
At that time, the exhibit space rental will be confirmed. If the Trade Show Exhibit Space Reservation
Form and payment are not received within 48 hours the exhibit space will be put back into the “For
Rent” pool.
Cancellation
All cancellation requests must be made to the Exhibit Chair in writing, no later than April 1, 2012; no
cancellation will be accepted after this date. The day during which a specific exhibitor’s cancellation
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request is received becomes the official cancellation date for this exhibitor. A $100 administration fee
will apply to all cancellations.
Schedule for Setup, Exhibition Times and Take Down
Set up

Saturday, May 26

1.00 PM – 6.00 PM

Icebreaker reception

Saturday, May 26

7.00 PM – 11.00 PM

Exhibition hours

Sunday, May 27

9.30 AM – 6:00 PM

Monday, May 28

9:30 AM – 6:00 PM

Tuesday, May 29

9.30 AM – 4.00 PM

Tuesday, May 29

4.01 PM – 8.00 PM

Exhibit take‐down

Booth Size and Equipment

As indicated on the Conference Floor plan, there are two types of exhibit spaces:
The larger spaces measure approximately 3 m (10 feet) long and 2.5 m (8 feet) deep and are equipped
with pipe and drape, table with cloth, two chairs, waste basket and electrical outlet.
The smaller spaces are approximately 3 m (10 feet) long and 1.5 m (5 feet) deep and can accommodate
a pop‐up type display up to 3 m wide. They are also equipped with a table with cloth, two chairs, waste
basket and electrical outlet.
Multiple booths can be rented. Displays and exhibits shall not be placed in such a manner as to interfere
with other exhibits. Internet connections can be arranged through the conference service provider,
Atlantic Audio Visual. Please see the Trade Show Service Pack.
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Shipping and Storage of Freight
The conference and trade show on‐site service provider is Atlantic Audio Visual. Trade Show participants
who require freight handling and storage services can request them from Atlantic Audio Visual by
completing the appropriate form in the service pack and emailing it to
darlene@atlanticaudiovisual.com.
EXHIBITOR’S AGREEMENT

1.

OFFICIAL FUNCTION TITLE: GAC®‐MAC. AGC‐AMC St. John’s 2012

2. DATES OF CONVENTION:

May 27 ‐29, 2012

3. PLACE OF CONVENTION:

Delta Hotel and Convention Centre
120 New Gower Street
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada

4. HOURS OF EXHIBITING:

Sunday, May 27 9.00 am ‐ 5:00
8.00 pm ‐ 10:00 pm
Monday, May 28
Tuesday, May 29

9:30 am ‐ 4:00 pm
9.30am ‐ 4.00 pm

5. SPACE AVAILABILITY
Booth space will be ready for exhibitors to arrange displays on Saturday, May 26, 2012 from
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm. Neither exhibitors nor merchandise may enter prior to this time.
6. SHIPPING, RECEIVING, UNLOADING, MOVING AND HANDLING OF EXHIBITOR’S MATERIAL AT SHOW
SITE
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The conference and trade show on‐site service provider is Atlantic Audio Visual. Trade Show
participants who require freight handling and storage services can request that from Atlantic Audio
Visual by completing the “Shipping Form” and emailing it to barrye@atlanticaudiovisual.com.
Each trade show exhibit space comes equipped with pipe and drape, table with cloth, two
chairs, waste basket and electrical outlet. If you require additional services i.e., a computer monitor etc.
they can be rented from Atlantic Audio Visual. Please see the list of available services and order forms in
the “Service Pack” to pre order any extra services you require.

7. DISPLAY BOOTHS
As indicated on the conference floor plan, there are two types of exhibit spaces. The grey squares
measure 10 feet long and 8 feet deep and are equipped with pipe and drape, table with cloth, two
chairs, waste basket and electrical outlet. The arc‐shaped spaces are smaller and can accommodate a
pop up type display up to 10 feet wide. They are also equipped with a table with cloth, two chairs, waste
basket and electrical outlet. Displays and exhibits shall not be placed in such a manner as to interfere
with other exhibits.

8. USE OF EXHIBIT SPACE
All demonstrations, interviews, or other sales activities must be confined to the limits of the
exhibit booth. No exhibitor shall assign, sublet or apportion the whole or any part of the space allotted
to him without the knowledge and consent of the TRADE SHOW COORDINATOR. Aisles must be kept
clear and exhibits shall be arranged so that sales personnel will remain inside the space rented.

9. NOISY OR OBNOXIOUS EQUIPMENT
If the operation of any equipment or apparatus produces noises of sufficient volume or odors
found to be annoying to the neighboring exhibitors or guests, it will be necessary to discontinue such
operation.
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Radio, television, motion pictures or other sound and visual aids will be operated in such a
manner and placed as not to provide inconvenience to other exhibitors. Sounds must be at a level to
reach the immediate vicinity of the Exhibitor’s area and the management reserves the right to prohibit
use of any equipment contravening these regulations.
10. CONCESSIONS
Any and all concessions in the building including checkroom, food, alcoholic beverages and
refreshment privileges, tobacco, cigarettes, cigars whatsoever are specifically reserved and the Exhibitor
agrees that none of the aforementioned items shall be sold or offered by the Exhibitor on or from or
about the leased space without the prior written permission of GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference
and Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre.
11. LIABILITY
The St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and/or the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre
and/or their personnel will NOT be responsible for loss, theft and/or damage or injury to exhibits,
merchandise or personnel or other properties while such are on the property. The Exhibitor shall accept
full responsibility for any and all damage caused by the Exhibitor or its representatives and agrees to
indemnify and save harmless The St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and/or the Delta Hotel
and Convention Centre and/or their personnel from and against any such loss, theft, damage or injury,
no matter how caused.
12. PROTECTION OF EXHIBITORS PROPERTY
The St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and/or the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre
will NOT be responsible for the safety of exhibits and/or merchandise or personnel against theft,
damage by fire, accident or any other cause. In all cases, Exhibitors should provide their own insurance.
13. ENQUIRIES
Any notice or enquiries should be addressed to the Trade Show Coordinator at the applicable
address specified herein:
Greg Stapleton
Chair‐ St. John’s 2012
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C/o

Department of Natural Resources

Geological Survey
P.O. Box 8700
St. John’s, Newfoundland
A1B 4J6
Telephone: 709‐729‐6071; Fax: 709‐729‐4270; E‐mail gregstapleton.gov.nl.ca

14. SURRENDER OF SPACE
The exhibitor shall on termination of the Term of Agreement surrender the premises to
GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre in
the same state and condition and clean and free of signs, displays and other debris, merchandise and
equipment, as at the commencement of the period.
In the event that the space is not vacated by the Exhibitor at the end of the period GAC®‐MAC
St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and/or the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre has the right
to remove from the space at the expense of the Exhibitor, all merchandise, goods and property of any
kind which may be then in the space, and GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and/or
the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre shall not be liable for any damage or loss to such merchandise,
goods or property which may be sustained by reason of such removal or by storage after such removal
and the Exhibitor expressly releases GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and the
Delta Hotel and Convention Centre from any and all claims for such damages in that respect.
It is understood and agreed that on account of the shortness of the term of the Agreement, the
time for surrender of the space at the expiration of the Agreement is of the essence of the Agreement.
In the event that the Exhibitor fails to surrender the space as therein provided the Exhibitor shall pay
GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre for
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all the damages which GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and/or the Delta Hotel
and Convention Centre may have to pay or may have sustained.
15. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND INDEMNIFICATION
The Exhibitor will not do or permit anything to be done in, upon or about the space, or of the
building or bring or keep anything therein which will in any way conflict with the regulations of the Fire,
Police or Health Departments or with the rules, regulations, by‐laws or ordinances of any governmental
authority having jurisdiction over the premises or the business conducted therein, all of which the
Exhibitor undertakes to abide by and conform to.
The Exhibitor covenants and agrees that it will indemnify and hold harmless GAC®‐MAC St.
John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre against any penalty
imposed for or damage arising out of the violation of any laws or ordinances by the Exhibitor, its agents,
employees, visitors, guests and licensees and that it will protect, indemnify and hold harmless GAC®‐
MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre against any
and all damage or expenses arising out of any accident or occurrence on or about the Premises causing
injury or death of any person or damage to property and against any and all damage or expenses arising
out of any failure of the Exhibitor.
16. INSURANCE
The Exhibitor shall not do, or permit anything done, in or about the leased space or bring into,
or keep upon the leased space, anything which will in any way affect the fire risk or increase the rate of
fire or other insurance on the building, or which will in any way invalidate or conflict with fire insurance
policies covering the building. Should the rate of any type of insurance on the Building be increased by
reason of any violation of the Agreement by the Exhibitor, GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and
Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and Convention Centre, in addition to all other remedies, may pay the
amount of such increase, and the amount to be paid shall become payable by the Exhibitor as additional
rent on demand. GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show and the Delta Hotel and
Convention Centre will not assume toward the Exhibitor any responsibility for the safety of exhibits
against theft, fire, damage, accidents or for any cause whatsoever.

In all cases, the Exhibitor must insure its own exhibits and merchandise.
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17. WAIVER
No consent to any variation of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be valid unless in
writing and identified with the agreement.
18. NOTICES
Any notice by either party to the other shall be in writing and shall be given and shall be deemed
to be duly given if either delivered personally or sent by registered mail addressed to GAC®‐MAC St.
John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show or to the Exhibitor at the address given in the Agreement.
It is understood and agreed to by the Exhibitor that each and all of these Rules and Regulations
shall become part of this Contract and/or Agreement between the Association and/or show
management and the Exhibitor. The Exhibitor agrees to accept and legally abide by each and all of these
Rules and Regulations.
19. ON‐SITE SUPERVISION
The Trade Show Coordinator is charged with complete responsibility and full authority to
enforce all of the provisions of these Rules and Regulations for the benefit of all concerned. Any
exceptions to, or deviation from, these Rules may be made only on his authority.
GAC®‐MAC St. John’s 2012 Conference and Trade Show
per:

________________________
Greg Stapleton P.Geo.
August 19, 2010
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List of Exhibitors at St. John’s 2012
Booth / Kiosque 1 & 2
Mineralogical Association of Canada (MAC)
490, rue de la Couronne, Quebec City, QC G1K 9A9
Phone/Tél.: 418‐653‐0333 Fax/Télec: 418‐653‐0777
E‐mail/Courriel: jcaron@mineralogicalassociation.ca
Contact: Johanne Caron
Booth / Kiosque 3
Red Moon Potash/Vulcan Minerals Inc.
333 Duckworth Street, St. John's, NL A1C 1G9
Phone/Tél.: 709‐754‐3186 Fax/Télec: 709‐754‐3946
E‐mail/Courriel: info@vulcanminerals.ca
Contact: Patrick Laracy

Booth / Kiosque 4
Photonic Knowledge Inc.
481 Grande Cote Road, Rosemère, QC J7A 1M1
Phone/Tél.: 450‐820‐5544 Fax/Télec: 450‐621‐8706
E‐mail/Courriel: yjodoin@photonicknowledge.com
Contact: Yves Jodoin

Booth / Kiosque 5
DIVEX
1065 ave de la Medecine, Quebec City, QC G1V OA6
Phone/Tél.: 418‐656‐2131
E‐mail/Courriel: infodivex@divex.ca
Contact: Julia King
Booth / Kiosque 6
Johnson Geo Centre
175 Signal Hill Road, St. John’s, NL, A1A 1B2
Phone/Tél.: 709‐737‐7887 Fax/Télec: 709‐737‐7885
E‐mail/Courriel: robyn.legrow@geocentre.ca
Contact: Robyn LeGrow
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Booth / Kiosque 7
Cornerstone Resource Inc.
26 Kyle Avenue, Mount Pearl, NL A1N 4R5
Phone/Tél.: 709‐747‐1829 Fax/Télec: 709‐747‐1183
E‐mail/Courriel: brace@cornerstoneresources.ca
Contact: Terry Brace
Booth / Kiosque 8
Memorial University, Department of Earth Sciences
St. John's, NL A1B 3X5
Phone/Tél.: 709‐864‐8142 Fax/Télec: 709‐864‐7437
E‐mail/Courriel: rmason@mun.ca
Contact: Roger Mason
Booth / Kiosque 9
Elemental Controls
3230 Wharton Way, Mississauga, ON L4X 2C1
Phone/Tél.: 866‐544‐9974 Fax/Télec: 905‐282‐9519
E‐mail/Courriel: kgrattan@elementalcontrols.com
Contact: Keith Grattan
Booth / Kiosque 10
Teck ‐ Duck Pond Operations
PO Box 9, Millertown, NL A0H 1V0
Phone/Tél.: 709‐852‐2195 Fax/Télec: 709‐852‐2196
E‐mail/Courriel: larry.bartlett@teck.com
Contact: Larry Bartlett
Booth / Kiosque 11
Geoscience Laboratories
933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, ON P3E 6B5
Phone/Tél.: 705‐670‐5644 Fax/Télec: 705‐670‐3047
E‐mail/Courriel: merilla.clement@ontario.ca
Contact: Merilla Clement
Booth / Kiosque 12
Isomass Scientific Inc.
5700 ‐1Street SW, #140, Calgary, AB T2H 3A9
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Phone/Tél.: 403‐255‐6631 Fax/Télec: 403‐255‐6958
E‐mail/Courriel: peter.stow@isomass.com
Contact: Peter Stow
Booth / Kiosque 13
Cameca
5500 Nobel Drive, Madison, WI, USA 53711
Phone/Tél.: 608‐274‐6880 Fax/Télec: 608‐442‐0622
E‐mail/Courriel: david.snoeyenbos@ametek.com
Contact: David Snoeyenbos
Booth / Kiosque 14
Boulder Publications Inc.
198 Neary’s Pond Road, Portugal Cove‐St. Philips, NL, A1M 2Y5
Phone/Tél.: 709‐895‐6483 Fax/Télec:
E‐mail/Courriel: gwill@boulderpublications.ca
Contact: Gavin Will
Booth / Kiosque 15
Trinity Rocks
PO Box 145, Port Rexton, NL A0C 2H0
Phone/Tél.:709‐464‐2268 Fax/Télec:
E‐mail/Courriel: trinityrocks@nf.sympatico.ca
Contact: Christie Tavernor
Booth / Kiosque 16
Long Harbour Development Corp.
PO Box 40, 120 Main Street, Long Harbour, NL A0B 2J0
Phone/Tél.: 709‐228‐2233 Fax/Télec: 709‐228‐3081
E‐mail/Courriel: jbennett@longharbour.net
Contact: Joe Bennett
Booth / Kiosque 17
GAC®‐MAC Winnipeg 2013
Dept. of Geological Sciences, Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
Phone/Tél.:204‐474‐6451 Fax/Télec: 204‐474‐7623
E‐mail/Courriel: n_chow@umanitoba.ca
Contact: Nancy Chow
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Booth / Kiosque 18
C‐NLOPB
5th Floor, TD Place, 140 Water Street, St. John's, NL A1C 6H6
Phone/Tél.: 709‐778‐4224 Fax/Télec: 709‐778‐1473
E‐mail/Courriel: lrideout@cnlopb.nl.ca
Contact: Lesley Rideout
Booth / Kiosque 19
Geological Survey of Newfoundland & Labrador
PO Box 8700, 50 Elizabeth Avenue, St. John's, NL A1B 4J6
Phone/Tél.: 709‐729‐2775 Fax/Télec:
E‐mail/Courriel: seanobrien@gov.nl.ca
Contact: Sean O'Brien
Booth / Kiosque 20
Research & Development Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador
PO Box 13067, Station A, 187 Kenmount Rd., St. John's, NL A1B 3V8
Phone/Tél.: 709‐758‐0973 Fax/Télec: 709‐758‐0927
E‐mail/Courriel: jeffsgreen@researchnl.com
Contact: Jeff Green
Booth / Kiosque 21
Geological Society of America
3300 Penrose Place, Boulder, CO, USA 80301
Phone/Tél.: 303‐357‐1004 Fax/Télec: 303‐357‐1071
E‐mail/Courriel: rfreeman@geosociety.org
Contact: Rebecca Freeman
Booth / Kiosque 22
Gros Morne National Park, Parks Canada Agency
PO Box 130, 3 DOT Drive, Rocky Harbour, NL A0K4N0
Phone/Tél.: 709‐458‐3546 Fax/Télec: 709‐458‐2059
E‐mail/Courriel: fred.sheppard@pc.gc.ca
Contact: Fred Sheppard
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Booth / Kiosque 23 & 24
Geological Association of Canada
Dept. of Earth Sciences, Memorial University, St. John's, NL A1B 3X5
Phone/Tél.: 709‐864‐7660 Fax/Télec: 709‐864‐2532
E‐mail/Courriel: kfmdawe@mun.ca
Contact: Karen Dawe
Booth / Kiosque 25
Stantec
607 Torbay Road, St. John's, NL A1A 4Y6
Phone/Tél.: 709‐576‐1458 Fax/Télec: 709‐576‐2126
E‐mail/Courriel: lee.shinkle@stantec.com
Contact: Lee Shinkle
Booth / Kiosque 26
Levert Executive Worldwide Inc.
17 Frood Road, Sudbury, ON P3C 4Y9
Phone/Tél.: 705‐525‐8367 Fax/Télec:
E‐mail/Courriel: tyeung@levert.ca
Contact: Tim Yeung
Booth / Kiosque 27
Petroleum Geoscience Division
Newfoundland and Labrador Dept. of Natural Resources
50 Elizabeth Ave., St. John’s, NL A1A 1W5
Phone/Tél.: 709‐729‐2285 Fax/Télec: 709‐729‐2508
E‐mail/Courriel: larryhicks@gov.nl.ca
Contact : Larry G. Hicks
Booth / Kiosque 28
Activation Laboratories Ltd.
1336 Sandhill Drive, Ancaster, ON L9G 4V5
Phone/Tél.: 905‐648‐9611 Fax/Télec: 905‐648‐9613
E‐mail/Courriel: stacy@actlabs.com
Contact: Stacy Russell
Booth / Kiosque 29 & 30
Christine Koch Studio
29 Roche Street, St. John's, NL A1B 1L6
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Phone/Tél.: 709‐576‐0841 Fax/Télec:
E‐mail/Courriel: christinekoch@nl.rogers.com
Contact: Christine Koch

Booth / Kiosque 31
Fugro Airborne Surveys
2191 Thurston Drive, Ottawa, ON. K1G 6C9
Phone/Tél.: 613‐520‐7721 Fax/Télec: 613‐731‐0453
E‐mail/Courriel:
Contact: Gordon Roberts
Booth / Kiosque 32
Altius Resources Inc.
66 Kenmount Rd., St. John's, NL A1B 3N4
Phone/Tél.: 709‐576‐2209 Fax/Télec: 709‐576‐3441
E‐mail/Courriel: cwells@altiusminerals.com
Contact: Chad Wells
Booth / Kiosque 33
IODP ‐ Canada
6339 Stores Road, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4
Phone/Tél.: 778‐628‐1676 Fax/Télec: 604‐822‐6088
E‐mail/Courriel: coordinator@mail.iodpcanada.ca
Contact: Diane Hanano
Booth / Kiosque 34
WinterPlace Projects
7 Winter Place, St. John's, NL
Phone/Tél.: 709‐754‐1716 Fax/Télec:
E‐mail/Courriel: pgrattan@nf.sympatico.ca
Contact: Patricia Grattan
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Social Events Report
Jennifer Smith (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
Neil Stapleton (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Co‐Chair)

The committee was responsible for organizing all social events and coffee breaks for the delegates of
the St. John’s 2012 GAC®‐MAC meeting. These events included: The Icebreaker, Gala Banquet, Lobster
Feast, Yellowbelly Pub Night, Student Networking Luncheon, three gathering places (for after the main
social events were finished), and three luncheons (GAC®, MAC, & MDD). All catering was supplied
through the Delta and St John’s Convention Centre staff, with the exception of the Yellowbelly Pub
Night.
The Icebreaker
The Icebreaker event was held in the Exhibits area of the Delta Hotel (Salon A, and the Delegates
Concourse). This allowed for mingling and conversing of delegates and exhibitors while enjoying a
complimentary beverage. Cash bars were also available. This event was well attended and continued
past 11pm. Only one problem arose; the website had not updated when light snacks were cut from the
budget. As a result we had one or two delegates looking for snacks.
Recommendation: Considering the Icebreaker is held during a time when most people are arriving,
having light snacks is a good idea if built in to the budget. However, it would be very difficult to estimate
the amounts needed for this event, as tickets are complimentary.

GAC® Luncheon
The GAC® Luncheon was held on Sunday May 27th, 2012 in Marconi Hall of the St. John’s Convention
Centre. The setup was quite impressive with two screens and lights set up for the Gala Banquet. The
head table was set up on stage and comprised of 11 people. One hundred and one tickets were sold for
this event (+ two complimentary tickets), and approximately 81 tickets were collected at the door. Lunch
consisted of salad, Newfoundland pan fried cod with blackened scrunchions, seasonal vegetables and
chocolate torte. A complimentary drink ticket was included and a cash bar available. The food and event
went over well, without any problems or complaints.
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Gala Banquet
The Gala Banquet was held Sunday evening in Marconi Hall at the St John’s Convention Centre.
Recorded music played during the supper. Supper was a full buffet of salads, vegetables with halibut,
smoked cod, pork loin, steamed salmon, prime rib and a selection of deserts. Following the dinner, Dr.
John Waldron gave an excellent lecture on Gros Morne National Park: A World Heritage Wonder and its
Place in Global Tectonics. The evening’s main entertainment was provided by the musical comedy
troupe Buddy Wasisname and the Other Fellers. Based on delegate’s comments the evening was highly
successful. There were 158 tickets sold (+ 32 complimentary tickets) and 162 people actually attended
the dinner.

MAC Luncheon
The MAC luncheon was held at Marconi Hall in the St. John’s Convention Centre. The head table was set
up on stage and comprised of 12 people. Sixty‐Four tickets were sold and 51 people attended the lunch.
Lunch consisted of salad, grilled chicken, vegetables and apple bread and butter pudding. Choice of a
glass of red or white wine was served at the table and a cash bar was available.

Student Networking Luncheon
The Student Networking Luncheon was held concurrent with the MAC Luncheon. Victoria Yehl
presented a talk on career diversity and this prompted discussion among students and professionals
over a meal of fish and chips. Twenty‐five students registered for this event and nine showed up at the
door, along with 18 professionals. Two or three professionals were at each table. Positive feedback
from student delegates, professionals and Ms. Yehl indicate this was a highly successful event. It also
had the highest turnout rate of the luncheons.
Recommendations: The only downfall to this student‐engagement event is that it was free for students
and competed with the MAC luncheon. A sit‐down event is the best way to get discussion flowing. If this
is to become an annual event perhaps it could held concurrently with a different luncheon each year.
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Lobster Feast
The Lobster Feast was held at Marconi Hall in the St. John’s Convention Centre. There were 131 tickets
sold for this event, as well as 14 complimentary tickets. Turn out for this event was approximately 85%
of the tickets sold. Supper consisted of salad, lobster, medley of vegetables and apple and blueberry
crumble with nutmeg cream for dessert. The meal was very tasty and everyone enjoyed the dinner. The
only thing forgotten was wet‐napkins; luckily the washrooms were close by. Comedian John Sheehan
provided the evening’s entertainment. Feedback on this event was positive and the high turnout, based
on tickets sold, suggests this was a very successful event.

Pub Night Yellowbelly Brewery
Pub night was held at Yellowbelly Brewery and was the best attended social event of the conference.
One hundred and fourteen tickets were sold in advance, 14 complimentary tickets were given out, and 6
tickets were sold at the door. Hot appetizers were served along with Yellowbelly pints, as local musicians
(Billy Sutton, Graham Wells and Jason Whelan) provided traditional Newfoundland jigs and reels. While
the majority of reviews on this event were highly positive, there were a few complaints about the space
being too small for the amount of people.

After Hours
Three downtown bars were designated as unofficial gathering places. Free cover and bar specials were
arranged in advance with either coupons or conference name tags. Many delegates took advantage of
these venues and a great time was had by all.

Coffee Breaks
The coffee breaks went over well. Determining numbers needed was difficult to estimate. We used
following numbers (based on 700 registrations): Early morning 100 cups, mid‐morning 400 cups and 100
assorted juice, afternoon 250 cups and 100 assorted juice. Monitoring the coffee breaks and directing
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people to the second station, kept wait times to a minimum. This also allowed for more coffee to be
ordered if needed.
Recommendations: Designate a person to be in charge of coffee. They would be the sole contact person
for your caterer and the monitor during coffee breaks.

Overall Suggestions:


Start planning early – get subcommittee and student volunteers on side



Have one contact person for caterer



Include the cost of Gala in the registration



Have at least one cheaper social event



Event/drink tickets – complaint was hard to distinguish tickets. Solution to use colours/shapes to
distinguish event and drink tickets.
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Accompanying Persons Program Report
Tony Burgess (Mines Branch, Department of Natural Resources, GNL, Chair)
Five tours were offered to the Accompanying Members. These tours were listed on the conference
website. The tour of the Rodrigues Winery was cancelled as it needed minimum numbers that were not
reached. As of the beginning of the conference only 5 people signed up for a tour. (One for tour one,
three for tour two and one for tour three.) We picked up one more person during the conference. The
committee contacted the two single people signed up for a tour and combined the three tours into one
tour on day two. The new tour visited the city of St. John’s, Cabot tower, Marine Drive, Manuels, Petty
Harbour for lunch and ended with a boat tour out of St. John’s Harbour.
The number of accompanying members pre‐registered was 29.
TOUR 1, Sunday May 27, 2012
St. John’s and Boat Tour to Cape Spear with Lunch; $160.00 including tax
Experience the oldest European Settlement in North America, the City of St. John’s. Visit the famous
Signal Hill, one of Canada’s most visited National Historic Parks, (2.5 hours). Sail from St. John’s Harbour
to Cape Spear, the most easterly point of land in North America, on one of St. John’s famous Boat Tours
(2.5 hours).

TOUR 2, Monday May 28, 2012
Cape Spear and Voyage to Bird Islands with Lunch; $170.00 including tax
Visit the first manned Lighthouse located in the far east of the Western World. Visit Cape Spear and its
coastal communities; Blackhead Bay, Maddox Cove and Petty Harbour. Voyage to the reserve of Witless
Bay where you may view Humpback and Minke whales. Also, watch over 500,000 seabirds that frequent
the islands of Green Island, Gull Island and Great Island in season (2.5 hours).
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TOUR 3, Monday May 28, 2012
Marine Drive with Lunch; $90.00 including tax
Experience the Northeast Avalon including the communities of Logy Bay, Outer Cove, Middle Cove,
Torbay, Flatrock and Pouch Cove (2.5 hours).

TOUR 4, Tuesday May 29, 2012
Bell Island with Lunch; $180.00 including tax
Cross Scenic Conception Bay by ferry and experience what was once the world’s largest submarine mine.
Visit Wabana, the town that has portrayed the history of Mining for over 100 years (6 hours).

TOUR 5, Wednesday May 30, 2012
Rodrigues Winery, Markland; $170.00 including tax
Come and enjoy exotic wines made from hand‐picked wild berries and fruit. Your personal tour of the
winery will expand your knowledge of our art of fruit wine making and distilling. Discover your
favourites from our family of Newfoundland wines with a tasting in our wine shop, La Cave (4 hours).
Expenses
The program was run as a cost recovery program.

Recommendations
Accompanying members program in the future should be reduced to one or two scheduled tours only.
There were very few people looking for tours on site, we had only two people ask about tours. The hotel
had great staff that directed people to local attractions, which may have attributed to less traffic for the
accompanying members program.
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Publications Report
Chris Pereira (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
Andrea Mills (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Co‐Chair)
Part A. Editing, publication etc. (Chris Pereira)
Publications were responsible for the printing of the advertising postcard, the two circulars and the
editing of the website materials that went through Publications for reviews, but were coordinated by
the other relevant subcommittees. Publications also looked after the abstract and program volumes.
The field‐trip guide books were submitted to the Field trip sub‐committee by the authors for review and
printing approval, but were produced by Publications. Signage was the responsibility of Publications and
entirely coordinated as a separate function (see Part B below).
The development of the advertising postcard, the first circular and the website material commenced
about 6 months prior to the Ottawa GAC®/MAC Meeting (May 2011). A graphic artist was contracted to
design various aspects of the advertising card, circular, and the website material, in consultation with
members of the committee. However, this did not work as well as had been anticipated. To stay within
the budget assigned to this task, the responsibilities of the graphic artist were curtailed and
redistributed amongst the other relevant subcommittees. Once the design work on the postcard were
completed, 3000 copies of were printed. Folders used for publicity, advertising and for the press kits
were designed in‐house; 400 copies along with an eight‐page publicity/advertising/ registration booklet
were printed.
The Abstract volume was produced in‐house, not printed and only available as a flash drive.
The Technical Program was the last publication to be put together; this was coordinated by the
GAC®/MAC Chair. This format was followed as the final program developed, there were frequent
changes made to various aspects of the Program. For the printed pdf version, the final program was
completed 10 days prior to going to press. The entire run of 1000 copies, printed by a local company,
were completed promptly and delivered in 4 days.

Translation for most of the publications was contracted out; minor changes were done in‐house.
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Part B. Signage – (Andrea Mills)

About a month before the meeting, coordinate with subcommittee members to determine their signage
needs (social coordinator, field trips, short courses, technical sessions, technical services, registration
desk, etc.). Generate a comprehensive list of all signage needs: session signs listing talks for each
session, poster signs listing all posters by author and indicating where they are located, signs for
registration (pre‐registered vs. on‐site), information, welcome signs (with floorplan), sponsorship signs
(coffee breaks, social events, etc.), luncheons, plenary addresses, meetings and directional signs as
appropriate. Communications between registration, technical services, website and signage
subcommittees is key. Any changes to technical sessions, talks, posters must be relayed to the signage
subcommittee. Also, ensure all company logos have been received and are of adequate resolution for
the sign size.
Our signs were generated in‐house, through in‐kind donation of supplies and man‐hours of the
Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador. Signs were generated in CorelDraw software plotted
on a 36” plotter, and dry‐mounted on foam‐core. This can be somewhat time‐consuming and we
therefore recommend starting the sign‐making about two weeks before the conference. Earlier sign‐
making should be limited to the drafting of signs in CorelDraw, cutting of foam core, etc. Printing and
mounting can be started once the scheduled talks are finalized, to avoid re‐making signs due to changes
in content. The technical session and poster signs can be easily cut and pasted from corresponding lists
generated for the website. We also used our logo (St. John’s 2012) on each sign for continuity. Arrange
to have one person designated to be responsible for signage. This individual should ensure that all
session signs are in place each morning and changed as appropriate each afternoon. This person should
also be responsible for coffee break signage etc.
Know your venue! Walk the entire venue(s) and try to view from a stranger’s perspective. Things may
seem intuitive due to familiarity, but may be confusing to someone exposed to the area for the first
time. Ensure that all venues are clearly identified and that directional signage is put in place any central
points. If something is intended to be used in lieu of signs (e.g., sticky arrows to trace a path along the
floor) ensure that they can be removed easily. Ensure that enough easels are available to support all
signs or that other methods (thumbtacks, etc.) are permissible and function adequately. We had no
unforeseen problems with respect to signage, demonstrating that good planning is really all that is
required to direct folks to their destinations.
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Accommodation Report
Dawn Evans‐Lamswood (Vale, Chair)
Derek Wilton (Memorial University, Co‐chair)

A block of rooms reserved for GAC®‐MAC Annual Meeting Delegates at the Delta St. John’s Hotel and
Conference Centre. As outlined below. If we meet our room allocution, then all meeting space was
provided for free. Our original room block comprised 722 room nights. We were entitled to 20% attrition
on the number of rooms, and the decision to relinquish the extra hotel rooms had to be made 60 days
prior to the start of our booking.
We elected not to promote nor reserve any additional hotel space in the city. As the financial success of
the meeting was tied directly to meeting our room allotment, otherwise the meeting space would cost
us ~$60,000. We also decided not to reserve space at Memorial University. This was for financial
reasons, logistical (the university is located quite far from the downtown) and the fact that Memorial
University would not guarantee any room booking until 1 month before the meeting. Although
delegates were able to make their own bookings at Memorial, we are unaware of the number of people
who availed of this.
At the 60‐day mark, we elected to take our 20% attrition (to mitigate risk of not filling the rooms and
getting the meeting space for free). This lowered our room book to 578 room nights, which we had
already, and ensured us that the meeting space was free. At the final count we had 660 room nights
booked. We received the meeting space for free and also received a credit of one room night for every
50 booked.
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GUEST ROOM/SUITE BLOCK:

Thursday Friday
25‐
25‐May
May
Original
room block
Less 20%
attrition

Total
Rooms
(includes
May 22 to
June 3)

30

Total
Additional Room
Nights
Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Nights
27‐
26‐May
28‐May 29‐May
May

20

151

200

200

151

722

68

130

140

140

100

578

71

142

140

144

100
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Student Volunteer Report
Monica Squires (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)

Student volunteers were recruited from Memorial University’s Earth Sciences department beginning in
February, with new volunteers being accepted for the roster up until the ticket‐printing deadline. We
presented a request for volunteers at the Geological Survey’s summer employment recruitment session
at Memorial in early February, and followed up with a general email request to all students in the Earth
Sciences program as well as posters placed throughout the Alexander Murray Building. An application
form was made available at the recruitment session, in the Earth Science faculty office, through email,
and on the meeting website.
Volunteers were unpaid, but as incentive were offered a fee waiver as well as an opportunity to win one
of the four laptops employed in the Internet Café during the conference. All volunteers received a t‐shirt
and colour‐coded name badge identifying them as a conference volunteer, and students who
volunteered for entire conference days were also given meal vouchers for use in the hotel restaurant.
Primary tasks performed by student volunteers included assisting in presentation and ready rooms,
loading sponsor and presentation files and ensuring pointers, timers, and water were in place; staffing
the information and registration desks; and driving on field trips. A couple of extra volunteers were on
hand, at all times, to run errands or assist the LOC with specific requests as needed.
Volunteers were required to submit an application form. The conference schedule was divided into
morning and afternoon shifts, with each on‐site volunteer expected to work a minimum of one full shift.
Certain tasks required volunteers to be qualified to drive rental vehicles, or to speak French, and the
application form requested this information. Additionally, we asked about early morning, late evening,
and Saturday availability, as well as contact information and t‐shirt size. The collected information was
managed in a small Access database to facilitate scheduling.
Each volunteer received an email acknowledgement upon receipt of their application, as well as a
reminder to inform the volunteer coordinator of any changes in availability before the meeting date.
About ten days before the conference each volunteer was emailed a reminder of their time
commitment, and in the final week received a list of their scheduled work times. All were asked to be
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present for an orientation session on Saturday afternoon; those who could not make it were asked to
show up early for their shifts to allow a brief “on the fly” orientation.
At orientation, each volunteer was given their t‐shirt and conference bag, as well as a handout with
information about the tasks to be performed and contact numbers for Technical Services and hotel staff.
The Technical Services co‐chair gave a brief presentation and answered questions. Students were
required to check in with the Volunteer Coordinator before each shift, at which point they received
room assignments and a USB stick with the sponsorship slide show for their assigned room. At first
check‐in each student’s name was added to the list for the laptop draw; this ensured that only students
who actually participated were eligible.
In total, 44 students registered as volunteers, with only two failing to show up to work. At any given
time between 15 and 20 volunteers were active on site, which was adequate to our needs. They were
helpful, polite and enthusiastic, and we are grateful for their contribution to both the operation and the
spirit of St. John’s 2012.
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Promotion Report
Lori Cook (Energy Branch, Dept. Of Natural Resources, GNL, Chair)
Amanda McCallum (Geological Survey, Co‐Chair)

The primary task of the Promotion committee was to promote and publicize the meeting. In the fall of
2010 the committee designed a series of logos for the meeting in conjunction with geologist and artist
Diane Noseworthy. A series of logos were provided and the LOC chose the rock climber on the edge of a
rock ledge and slogan voted on was “Geoscience on the Edge”.
Oberholtzer Design Inc. was contracted in December 2010 to market the St. John’s 2012 meeting,
including selection of artwork and modification of the logo, and marketing the St. John’s 2012 “brand”.
Oberholtzer Design Inc designed the layout of the postcard teaser, first circular, letterhead, website, and
a full page ad for the cover of the Ottawa 2011 meeting. Although a designer was hired to assist in the
development of these and other St. John’s 2012 promotional materials, a lot of the initial design,
editorial work fell to the publicity chair and co‐chair, as well as other members of the LOC.
Three thousand first circulars and postcards were printed, with 1000 copies included in the Ottawa 2011
registration bags and 2000 copies for distribution at various other conferences, letters, sponsorship
packages, etc. An email masthead was also obtained and used by LOC.
Three banner bugs were designed by the LOC chairs with help from Dave Leonard (GSNL) in April 2011.
The banner bugs were utilized to promote the meeting the Ottawa 2011 meeting and were utilized at
other venues and conferences in 2011‐2013 prior to the St. John’s 2012 meeting.
Sponsorship packages were designed by Charles Newhook of the Mines Branch, Department of Natural
Resources, GNL, with help from Dave Leonard and the Sponsorship Committee chairs. 125 Sponsorship
Packages and 250 conference folders were printed; extra conference folders were printed for various
items, including the press kits distributed during the St. John’s 2012 meeting.
The website was designed between December 2010 and February 2011 by the LOC Chairs, was
developed and edited by Oberholtzer Design Inc. between April‐May 2011, and launched at the end of
May 2011. Steve Amor was responsible for additions and edits to the website after launch.
Paul Daly was the professional photographer for the meeting and was utilized for various events at the
conference (e.g., GAC® and MAC luncheons, Gala Banquet). Additional photo coverage was provided by
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a MUN student volunteer, Alexanne Oke. All photos of the meeting were provided to the GAC® parent
organization for use in future publications.
Speaker gifts were provided by Kings Point Pottery. The LOC selected a Newfoundland capelin dish with
a local Newfoundland clay glaze and were given to various guest speakers: for the Gala speaker, Student
Networking Speaker, the GAC® Presidential Address, the MAC Presidential Address, and 2 plenary
speakers.
Student shirt and LOC shirt designs were carried out by the publicity committee between April and May
2012 and produced by Imprint Specialty Promotions Ltd. The shirts contained the meeting log and that
of the sponsor Vale. Proofs of the shirts were provided by Imprint prior to final approval and printing
(April to May 2012). LOC shirts were distributed at a final LOC meeting prior to the conference and
volunteer shirts were provided to volunteers at the orientation session.
In April 2012, the publicity committee designed and provided logo/motto mockups for various
committee members in charge of event tickets, name tags, USB sticks, pens, Quidi Vidi beer labels, and
registrations bags.
Airport signage was arranged in February 2012. The publicity committee contacted the Dept. of
Tourism and the St. John’s Airport Authority to discuss a “Welcome” and “Thank you” message at the
arrivals area of St. John’s International Airport. The message was created by the publicity committee
and Dave Leonard (GSNL). The Airport Authority provided this service free of charge from May 24th‐27th,
2012.
The Field Trip Guidebook and Conference Program covers and sponsorship pages were similar to those
present in the sponsorship package. Conference signage and generic PowerPoint slides used throughout
the meeting also contained the logos of sponsors to recognize their contributions.
Roughly 15 press kits were put together in early May 2012 and contained information similar to the
sponsorship packages; the kits were prepared by MUN student volunteer Emily Cummings. Detailed
contents included: a detailed invite/background letter, media contacts, a list of talks of public interest, a
map of abstract origin (20 countries), a location map of press room, a program, a post card, first circular,
and 2 public lecture flyers. Press kits were distributed throughout the city of St. John’s to various media
outlets by volunteer Norm Mercer. Several kits were also made available in the press room. The
conference made the front cover of the local newspaper “The Telegram” over 2 days of the event.
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Several articles and related archives can be found by searching on “The Telegram” website
(www.thetelegram.com).
Publicity committee was also responsible for design of St. John’s 2012 ads that were published in various
magazines, including Mining Engineering, The Gangue, The Canadian Mineralogist, etc. from May 2011
to May 2012.
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Outreach Report
Amanda McCallum (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
The GAC®‐ MAC annual meeting has had a geoscience education and public outreach component for the
last six years. The St. John’s 2012 meeting’s outreach component consisted of the following events:
1. a two‐day EdGEO Teacher Workshop and field trip, taking place May 25 – 26, prior to the
conference;
2. a Special Session entitled “Preservation of Geological Heritage and its Contribution to Education
and Economic Development” concluding with a panel discussion entitled “Geoheritage
Protection in Canada: A Multitude of Solitudes”;
3. a three‐day field trip to the Bonavista Peninsula entitled “FT‐B7 – Geotourism and the Coastal
Geological Heritage of the Bonavista Peninsula”;
4. the Geological Association of Canada‐ Mineralogical Association of Canada Public Lecture
entitled, “Iceberg Alley” by Dr. Stephen Bruneau, Memorial University of Newfoundland, on May
29; and
5. partnership with the Johnson GEO CENTRE, a local geological interpretation centre.

EdGeo Teacher Workshop and Field Trip
As in previous years, Canada’s EdGEO, a nationally acclaimed Earth Science Teacher Workshop Program,
scheduled its Teacher Workshop to coincide with GAC®‐MAC’s joint annual meeting. The workshop’s
organizer and St. John’s 2012 Outreach Chair, Amanda McCallum, negotiated a full pass for participants
to the conference. Roughly a third of participants stated that they intended to attend the conference,
and just as many stated they would have gone if logistics had permitted. Amanda also applied for, and
received, a grant of $12 700 from the Jérôme H. Remick III Endowment Trust from the Canadian
Geological Foundation. The funds were used to cover numerous costs including, but not limited to:
offsetting participant conference registration fees, facility rental costs, lunches, workshop equipment
and consumables, teacher resource kits, printing, transportation and teacher travel subsidy funds. The
funds provided the opportunity for eight teachers from rural Newfoundland and Labrador, representing
five school districts to participate.
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The workshop took place on May 25 at the Johnson GEO CENTRE under the theme, “Exploring Earth
Science in your Classroom and Beyond”. This activity‐based workshop was attended by 38 teachers and
educators. The Newfoundland and Labrador curriculum‐linked program provided a unique opportunity
for educators to discover teaching strategies and tools to make Earth Science topics relevant, engaging
and fun! The workshop saw the delivery of two concurrent workshops: 1) one designed especially for
junior teachers (Grades 4 and 7) that incorporated many of the EdGEO lessons and activities; and 2) a
senior teacher workshop was planned for high school teachers, and incorporated newly developed
activities and lessons to support the Earth Resources: Real‐Life Applications unit of Earth Systems 3209,
a high school earth science course. A team of more than four facilitators from across Canada provided
demonstrations and hands‐on lessons tailored for elementary and secondary school students.
Teacher Testimonials
“Just wanted to say thanks for the exceptional PD opportunity you provided with the EdGEO workshop. It
was by far one of the best workshops I have ever attended. The field trip on Saturday was another great
learning experience as well. You and your organizing committee are to be commended. The resources
provided will help considerably in the classroom. I am actually exploring the possibility of attending the
conference in Winnipeg next year. My administration is supportive especially after I told them about the
PD sessions I participated in this year.”
Carl LeDrew, Teacher, Clarenville High School (St. John’s 2012 EdGEO Senior Workshop)

“I am so thankful for having participated in this session, the resources, the expertise, the enthusiasm and
support from EdGEO. Thank you!”
Teacher (St. John’s 2012EdGEO Junior Workshop)

“Once again I would like to thank you for an amazing two days. I feel I have an understanding ready to
share with my fellow teachers and students ‐ an amazing opportunity!”
Sandra Abbott, Teacher, Stephenville Elementary (St. John’s 2012 EdGEO Junior Workshop)
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“I wanted to personally thank you for this wonderful opportunity. Today was the best in‐service I have
ever taken part in. The work you are doing is invaluable, especially for a young teacher in an isolated
community. I hope I can take part in more of the workshops and in‐services in the future. I can't wait to
share with my fellow teachers everything I have learned.”
Freddy Phillips, Teacher, Sheshatshiu Innu School (St. John’s 2012 EdGEO Junior Workshop)

Workshop Facilitators
Exploring Earth Science in your Classroom and Beyond instructors:
Amanda McCallum, Outreach Geologist, Geological Survey of NL
Charly Bank, Senior Lecturer, University of Toronto
Stella Heenan, Regional Coordinator, Scientists in Schools
Denise Hodder, Geologist, ExxonMobil Canada Ltd
Lesley Hymers, Environment and Education Specialist, Ontario Mining Association
Beth McLarty Halfkenny, Curator of Collections and Outreach Coordinator, Carleton University
Godfrey Nowlan, Geologist and Paleontologist, Geological Survey of Canada , Calgary
Dianne Noseworthy, Senior Exploration Geophysicist, Canada‐NL Offshore Petroleum Board
Mike Stoyles, Petroleum Geophysics Consultant, Energy Branch, NL Dept Natural Resources
Eileen van der Flier‐Keller, Associate Professor, University of Victoria, School of Earth and Ocean
Sciences
Janice Williams, Educator, PDAC Mining Matters
Jane Wynne, Geologist, Geological Survey of Canada (retired)
Photographer: Christy Vodden, Secretary‐Treasurer, Canadian Geoscience Education Network (CGEN)
Assistants:
Emily Cumming, Earth Sciences Student, Memorial University
Norm Mercer, Geologist, Geological Survey of NL (retired)
Mark Fenton, Senior Scientist, Alberta Geological Survey
Fred Sheppard, Public Outreach Education Officer, Parks Canada
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Teacher Resources

Teachers received an extensive activity‐base resource kit, in addition to NL
curriculum linked instruction, lesson plans, and activity ideas. Resource
kits were prepared for the junior and senior workshops and a small
number of kits were also prepared with limited resources being available in
French. Learning resources included posters, pamphlets, books, maps, a
mineral testing kit, and numerous rock and mineral samples indicative of
Newfoundland and Labrador’s mineral resources. Exxon‐Mobil also
donated learning resources so the total value of classroom resources was
in excess of $1000.00 per teacher.

Exxon‐Mobil donated more than 20 items (i.e., mineral and rock lab activity kits, meteorite starter sets,
physiographic relief globes, diamond crystals, large muscovite sheets, T‐Rex skull models, etc.) to be
given to teachers as door prizes. Teachers also received a USB‐memory stick with additional activities,
lesson plans, resources, and links. Response from the participants to both the expertise of the
facilitators and the variety of resources was overwhelmingly positive.

EdGEO Teacher Field Trip
The field trip took place the following day and consisted of numerous stops in St. John’s and surrounding
areas. The field trip was sponsored by Research and Development Corporation Newfoundland and
Labrador (RDC).
There were multiple stops throughout the day, including Signal Hill National Historic Site, Fort Amherst,
Outer Cove and Middle Cove Beach. The beach stops illustrated sedimentary structures, graded beds,
large folds and also provided good examples of exposure of the St Johns Group and the Conception
Group. A lunchtime visit to the to the pyrophyllite mine in Manuels was led by Trinity Resources &
Energy Limited Operations Manager and the group learned about the crushing, grinding and sorting
process, uses of pyrophyllite and also visited the stockpile and back‐pit. Afternoon stops included a visit
to the Steep Nap Gold Prospect and the beach at Worsley Park at the outlet of the river into Conception
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Bay, as well as the Manuels River Linear Park. Field trip participants learned how to distinguish between
features of ancient and modern beaches and to see firsthand the fundamental geologic principle “the
present is the key to the past”.
EdGEO Teacher Field Trip Organizer and Leaders:
Amanda McCallum, Outreach Geologist, Geological Survey of NL
Sean O’Brien, Senior Geologist, Geological Survey of NL
Norm Mercer, Geologist, Geological Survey of NL (retired)
Jeremy Hall, University Research Professor, Dept. Earth Sciences, Memorial University

GAC®‐MAC Special Session: Preservation of Geological Heritage and its Contribution to Education and
Economic Development
Date: May 28‐29, 2012
Location: Salon G, Delta Hotel, St. John’s NL
Sponsor: Department of Natural Resources Newfoundland and Labrador
Organizers: Amanda McCallum, Godfrey Nolan, Pierre Verpaelst

Over two days eighteen presenters representing Canadian and international geoscience communities
gave presentations outlining the challenges and successes in defining and preserving geological heritage.
The session explored how geological heritage can cultivate increased public awareness of the Earth and
impact the local economy of a region. Emphasis was placed on Geoparks and the role they play in
meeting the global need to recognize internationally important geological sites.
The session concluded with a panel discussion entitled Geoheritage Protection in Canada: A Multitude of
Solitudes. The four panelists discussed the protection of geohertiage and how it varies widely in
provinces and territories, how we can improve the standards across Canada and, promote its value for
geotourism and sustainable development. The panelists were:
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1. Randy Miller (New Brunswick), who represented North American’s only current GeoPark,
Stonehammer;
2. Sophie Préteseille (Ireland), who represented the Ireland Geological Survey. Ireland shares
similar geological and cultural features with Newfoundland and Labrador, and has many
Geoparks, making Sophie’s input invaluable. The St. John’s Local Organizing Committee
applied for, and received, 50% funding for Sophie’s travel costs through the Irish Business
Partnerships (IBP) initiative through the Province’s Department of Innovation, Business and
Rural Development. The Ireland Business Partnerships (IBP) was established as a
public/private partnership between the private sector and the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador in 1997. The IBP has a mandate to identify, foster and promote
trade and partnership opportunities in business, education and culture between
Newfoundland and Labrador, and Ireland;
3. John Calder (Nov Scotia), who represented the Nova Scotia Department of Natural
Resources. John led the nomination for Joggins as a UNESCO World Heritage Site; and
4.

Debora C. Rios (Brazil), who represented the University of Toronto, and provided
international perspective, particularly in balancing natural and geological tourism sites with
urban cultural landmarks.

The geoheritage Special Session received specific media attention. An article was published in The
Telegram Business section on May 30, entitled “Conveying geoscience research a challenge”.
GAC®‐MAC Field Trip: FT‐B7 ‐ Geotourism and the Coastal Geological Heritage of the Bonavista
Peninsula
One of the seven post‐conference field trips was to the Bonavista Peninsula in eastern Newfoundland.
The purpose of the field trip was to highlight the potential sites of the Aspiring Discovery Geopark that
stretches along the Discovery Trail. The field trip was three days long and visited numerous sites along
the trail. Each day’s sites contributed to a geological theme that defines the region, and that would
make up the message of the Aspiring Geopark.
The trip also included visits to colourful historic and cultural sites, organized by local community groups
and stakeholders. The field trip was designed for the non‐specialist and provided a unique setting to
discuss the opportunities and challenges of interpreting and developing geotourism sites.
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The field trip was organized and led by Amanda McCallum and Sean O’Brien, both with the Geological
Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador.
DAY 1: Ediacaran Fossil Localities ‐ Early Life
DAY 2: Sedimentary Rocks, Ancient Environments and Coastal Erosion – “Present is Key to the Past”
DAY 3: Sedimentary Rocks and Ancient Environments ‐ Reading the Rocks

Public Lecture
The Geological and Mineralogical Associations of Canada presented a special public lecture by local
iceberg expert and Assistant Professor, Dr. Stephen Bruneau, Faculty of Engineering and Applied
Science, Memorial University of Newfoundland on May 29. This free public event started at 7:00 pm
and was held at the Johnson GEO CENTRE. The evening’s event was sponsored by Hibernia
Management and Development Company Ltd with sponsor representative, Robert Stokes introducing
the key‐note speaker. Opening remarks were made by Amanda McCallum acknowledging the
conference, the role of public awareness and especially the sponsors. The event was well attended by
130+ members of the general public, colleagues and conference delegates.

Partnership with the Johnson GEO CENTRE
The St. John’s 2012 local organizing committee collaborated with the Johnson GEO CENTRE to offer
registered conference delegates a “Complimentary Admission Pass” to visit the geological interpretation
centre. The offer was valid from May 26‐30 and delegates could also avail of a 20% discount in the gift
shop. In spite of promotional efforts to place post cards in delegate bags, there was low uptake on this
initiative and 77 people took advantage of the complimentary admission.
Conclusion
The outreach and education components of St. John’s 2012 were well attended and well received. These
initiatives aimed and delivered to raise awareness of the Earth Sciences to the general public, students,
teachers and community representatives.
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Website Design Report
Steve Amor (Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador, Chair)
Although the website for the local GAC® Branch had previously been hosted on a server at Memorial
University, the resident webmaster and site manager indicated that he would prefer to be relieved of
this duty. Consequently the websites of both the local branch and the 2012 GAC®‐MAC meeting were
transferred to a commercial web host at a cost of about $100 per year, and a meeting Webmaster was
appointed. A placeholder website, announcing the upcoming meeting and consisting mainly of
photographs of local geology, was created in mid‐2010. This was replaced by a comprehensive,
professionally‐designed website in April 2011. The conference Webmaster had direct FTP access to the
site and it was always possible to enact page updates within 24 hours of their being requested by
committee chairs and other interested parties.
TRANSLATION
Almost all conference‐related written material was professionally translated from English into French.
The services of Jean Alfred Renaud in Sherbrooke, Québec (version@videotron.ca) were engaged and
were found to be entirely satisfactory, with turnaround times rarely exceeding two days even for long,
complex documents. As all translating jobs were invoiced for a minimum of 200 words, translating work
was accumulated wherever possible until it exceeded this total. Translation costs were within the
budgeted amount.
It did, however, prove useful to have one or two bilingual LOC members to ensure that the sense of the
translated English text had been rendered accurately, to handle French correspondence, and to
translate some urgent, last‐minute changes and additions to the program.
A generic letter of invitation to the meeting was posted in PDF format on the website. In support of their
visa applications, the LOC also sent out signed invitation letters to two individuals in China (PRC), four in
Russia, and one in Turkey, all of whom attended the meeting, and to two individuals in Nigeria, one in
Côte d’Ivoire and one in Austria, who did not. In accordance with Canadian Government requirements,
these letters included details of the applicants’ addresses, dates and places of birth, passport numbers,
and passport issue and expiration dates. One further invitation was sent, on request, to a student at
University of Toronto.The letters were phrased in such a way as to acknowledge no responsibility, on
the part of the LOC, for providing any other special services to the applicants, either before or after the
latter’s arrival in St. John’s.
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Miscellaneous Reports:
St. John’s 2012 LOC and Sub‐Committee Chairs
Local Organizing Committee/ Comité d’organisation local
GAC® Chair

Présidente

Alana Hinchey

GSNL

MAC Co-Chair

Co-président

Steve Piercey

MUN

General Secretary

Secrétaire général

Tim Van Nostrand

GSNL

Finance

Finance

Greg Sparkes

GSNL

Fund Raising

Financement

Annie Parrell

Registration

Inscription

James Conliffe
Kelly Batten-Hender

ENERGY
GSNL

Stephanie Johnson

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

CNLOPB

Gerry Kilfoil

Chair/responsible

GSNL

Lori Cook

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

ENERGY

Promotion

Promotion

Accommodations

Hébergement

Exhibits

Expositions

Publications

Publications

Field Trips

Excursions

Andy Kerr

Short Courses

Cours intensifs

Graham Layne

Social Events

Activités récréatives

Technical Program

Programmes scientifique

Technical Services

Services techniques

Larry Nolan

Outreach

Sensibilisation et
formation

Amanda McCallum
Dawn Evans-Lamswood

CNLOPB

GSNL

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

Vale

Greg Stapleton

Chair/responsible

GSNL

Chris Pereira

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

GSNL

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

GSNL

Derek Wilton

Andrea Mills

Eric Albrechtsons

MUN

MINES

SE

Paul Sylvester

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

MUN

Jennifer Smith

Chair/responsible

GSNL

Joe MacQuaker

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

EM

Hamish Sandeman
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Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

MUN

GSNL
GSNL

Colin Farquharson

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

Amanda McCallum

Chair/responsible

GSNL

Dianne Noseworthy

Co-chair/co-

CNLOPB

MUN
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responsible
Website/Email
Volunteer Coordinator
Accompanying guest

Site Internet, adrélec,
webmestre
Programme d’activités des
invités

Steve Amor

Chair/responsible

GSNL

Monica Squires

Chair/responsible

GSNL

Tony Burgess

Chair/responsible
Co-chair/coresponsible

MINES

Brad Way

MINES

GSNL

Geologic Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador

MUN
MINES

Memorial University of Newfoundland
Mines Branch, Dept. of Natural Resources, Newfoundland and Labrador
Government

CNLOPB

Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board

ENERGY

Energy Branch, Dept. of Natural Resources, Newfoundland and Labrador Government

EM

ExxonMobil

SE

Suncor Energy
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Job Description of LOC subcommittees
JOB DESCRIPTIONS

“the LOC is entrusted with the very considerable responsibility and authority for ensuring the
technical, logistical, social and financial success of the meeting.”
All LOC members

take a leadership role in developing policies, procedures, actions, to maximize the
contribution of your subcommittee to the meeting as a whole

become familiar with the Annual Meeting Guide, especially sections pertaining to areas
of your subcommittee’s responsibility

attend LOC meetings and participate in discussions and decision-making

recruit personnel for sub-committees

manage the sub-committee, hold meetings as necessary, assign tasks as necessary,
monitor progress, follow up as necessary, and report to LOC

prepare budget for subcommittee’s area of responsibility and participate in budgeting for
the meeting as a whole

fiscal management in the area of your subcommittee’s responsibility

write section of final report on area of responsibility

training and rehearsal of committee members
General Chair
The General Chair, working with the Co-Chairs, is responsible for leading the planning of the
meeting, ensuring that subcommittees are in place to deal with all aspects of meeting planning
and operations, monitoring and supporting progress, providing support as necessary to
maximize the contributions of all aspects of the meeting to a successful outcome

Provide leadership, vision and direction to the LOC

Chair the LOC and the Executive Committee of the LOC

Participate in selection of LOC members, ensure that all LOC members have clear job
descriptions, know goals and objectives

work to develop an environment for effective operations and provide the tools for success

keep track of the overall progress of meeting planning, work to ensure that necessary
actions are being taken in all areas

Plan and run LOC meetings, set agendas in consultation with Vice Chairs, follow up on
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Actions.
Prepare and present reports of progress to successive meetings of GAC® Council
Liaise with GAC® regarding all aspects of the meeting and ensure that GAC® approvals
are sought and received at appropriate intervals
facilitate, edit, and ensure completion of final report after meeting

MAC Vice Chair
The Vice Chairs, working with the General Chair, are responsible for leading the planning of the
meeting, ensuring that subcommittees are in place to deal with all aspects of meeting planning
and operations, monitoring and supporting progress, providing support as necessary to
maximize the contributions of all aspects of the meeting to a successful outcome

Provide leadership, vision and direction to the LOC

Participate in the Executive Committee of the LOC

Participate in selection of LOC members

work to develop an environment for effective operations and provide the tools for success

participate in overall meeting planning, work to ensure that necessary actions are being
taken in all areas

may undertake special projects as required

Plan and run LOC meetings in the absence of the General Chair Plan, set agendas in
consultation with the General Chair, follow up on Actions.

Prepare and present reports of progress to successive meetings of MAC Council

Liaise with MAC regarding all aspects of the meeting and ensure that MAC approvals are
sought and received at appropriate intervals

participate in preparation of the final report after meeting
Subcommittee Liaison
The Subcommittee Liaison, working with the General Chair, are responsible for ensuring that
subcommittees are in place to deal with all aspects of meeting planning and operations,
monitoring and supporting progress, providing support as necessary to maximize the
contributions of all aspects of the meeting to a successful outcome

Provide leadership, vision and direction to the LOC

Participate in the Executive Committee of the LOC

Participate in selection of LOC members

work to develop an environment for effective operations and provide the tools for success

participate in overall meeting planning, work to ensure that necessary actions are being
taken in all areas

may undertake special projects as required
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Liaise with subcommittees

General Secretary
The General Secretary is responsible for maintaining the written record of the meeting, for
correspondence, liaison with sponsoring societies, recording the minutes of LOC and Executive
Committee meetings, and distribution of written materials as needed.

set up and maintain a file system for the written record of the meeting

ensure receipt of correspondence and other files for other LOC members for archiving

respond to correspondence as appropriate, pass correspondence on to appropriate LOC
members, coordinate response as required

Act as recording secretary for LOC meetings and Executive Committee meetings

Distribute minutes and Action items to LOC members following meetings

Distribute minutes of LOC meetings to GAC®, MAC, and all members of GAC®/MAC
joint program committee

distribute minutes of LOC meetings to others as needed.

arrange for printing of stationary, envelopes
Finance
The Finance subcommittee is responsible for budgeting and fiscal management of the meeting

undertake planning for financial systems for the meeting

set up and implement accounting and bookkeeping procedures

set up system of approval of invoices by those with cheque signing authority before
payment

working with information from all subcommittee chairs, lead all stages of budget
preparation for the meeting

use the budget to propose registration fees, prepare break-even estimates, track
expenditures and revenues to ensure that fiscal targets are being met

evaluate need and timing for seed money, prepare requests for sponsoring organizations
when needed

make arrangements for GST registration

fiscal management of all aspects of finances related to the meeting, including
management of early bills, revenues from early registration

oversight of financial affairs during meeting, including balancing the day’s receipts,
oversight of general ticket sales, refunding and cashiering procedures, banking the day’s
receipts

arrange for account advances for those members of the LOC who need them, prepare
monthly statement of receipts and disbursements
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provide for post-meeting payment of bills, auditing of financial statements, closing of
books and return of any surplus to the organizing societies

Sponsorship
The Sponsorship Subcommittee is responsible for soliciting financial or other support from the
meeting from industry, government, and academia

set realistic goals for fund raising for the meeting

prepare a sponsorship and marketing plan for fund raising for all aspects of the meeting

implement the sponsorship plan, identify potential sources of financial support and
contact them to solicit support

ensure that commitments made to sponsors are carried through
Registration
The Registration subcommittee is responsible for all aspects of registration of participants at the
meeting, including implementing the registration software, setting policies and procedures for
pre- and on-site registration, manning registration facilities during the meeting, dealing with the
inevitable problems, and handling the receipts

Contact GAC® headquarters regarding registration software, coordinate plans for
updating, running registration package for the meeting

Compile information on registration procedures from GAC® headquarters, recent LOC
final reports

make arrangements for e-commerce during registration

develop policies and practices for registration, including identification of problems that
are likely to arise and guidelines on how they are to be handled

work with Technical Services subcommittee to ensure proper onsite registration facilities,
including necessary tables and chairs, software, computer lines for internet access,
telephones, cash registers and develop a plan for optimizing the registration process in
this area

recruit and arrange for training for support staff in the registration area during the
meeting

coordinate and record pre-registrations, assemble pre-registration materials (including
field trip guidebooks), file alphabetically and hold pending arrival of registrants

assemble registration materials for walk-in registrants

coordinate money handling procedures with finance subcommittee
Promotion
The Promotion Subcommittee is the LOC interface with the geoscience community and the
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general public. The subcommittee is responsible for all aspects of communication related to the
meeting, for promoting the meeting in the national/international geoscience community, for
keeping the local geoscience community informed and involved in the progress of the meeting
planning, and for public and media relations during the meeting.

lead the process to design and adopt a meeting logo and any other promotional materials
that may be required

develops and maintains meeting website

prepare a poster/exhibit display for the 2011 annual meeting

develop promotional messages, themes, and procedures to promote the meeting and
encourage attendance

work with the publications committee to develop and distribute the first notice flyer at
2011 annual meeting in 2011, arrange for mailing of first notice through GAC®, MAC

prepare and circulate general publicity releases at different times in the three years
leading up to the meeting to major periodicals, newsletters and journals, especially
Geolog and MAC Newsletter (and others?)

plan an effective media relations strategy based on events or presentations at the meeting
that may generate public interest, including pre-meeting publicity, identification and
highlighting of stories, arranging press conferences during meeting, preparing press kits,
organizing news conferences, liaising with participants with whom the media may wish
to communicate

arrange for professional photographer for meeting functions

communicate regularly with the local geoscience community through newsletters, other
means as appropriate
Website
The website Subcommittee is the LOC is responsible for all aspects of website design and
maintenance as well as first order response to the email inquiries.

develops and maintains meeting website

Respond/distribute inquiry emails
Outreach
The Outreach and Education Subcommittee is responsible for establishing an outreach and
education program for the meeting. The outreach and education subcommittee must work in
collaboration with the publicity and technical program subcommittee.



Solicit ideas and develop the outreach and education program for the meeting
work with the publications committee to develop and distribute the first notice flyer at
2011 annual meeting in 2011, arrange for mailing of first notice through GAC®, MAC
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Liaise with Technical program subcommittee to arrange for outreach and education
events and activities which will expose students, educators and the public to the various
aspects of Earth Sciences and the critical role it plays to our society

Accommodations
The Accommodations subcommittee is responsible for all aspects of housing participants at the
meetings, including liaison with university residences, hotels, information for delegates
regarding accommodation options and local transportation arrangements (except those
associated with field trips or social events)

identify and book university residence and hotel accommodations for delegates

maintain close coordination with all accommodation facilities associated with the
meeting, ensure that deadlines for releasing bloc bookings are communicated

identify and communicate other accommodation options for delegates

arrange low-cost rooms for students

assist delegates with finding accommodation where necessary

arrange for shuttle service between hotels and campus where and if necessary

evaluate needs for transportation to and from airport and recommend measures

coordinate travel arrangements with agencies through host organizations
Exhibits
The Exhibits subcommittee is responsible for all aspects of the commercial exhibits at the
meeting, including planning and preparing suitable space, identifying and recruiting exhibitors,
liaising with social and program subcommittees to ensure a well-organized exhibits display in a
high traffic area of the conferencliaise with GAC®, MAC, CSPG regarding contacting
exhibitors, publicizing meeting to potential exhibitors,prepare a budget for exhibits

conduct planning for exhibits, prepare specifications for exhibit space

plan and arrange for exhibit space that will provide maximum traffic and value to
exhibitors

work with social committee to ensure that events provide access to exhibits as much as
possible

recommend fee structure for exhibits

establish policy for free space, reduced fee space, liaise with host organizations for
complimentary exhibit space

contact and attempt to recruit potential exhibitors, provide information packages, renew
contact regularly to maximize exhibitors

maintain contact with exhibitors prior to and during meeting, respond to requests

Develops ways of attracting delegates to Exhibit site and promotes same to potential
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exhibitors;
Prepares advertising slides for Exhibitors for showing at technical sessions (arrange with
Technical Services);
Secures letters of agreement with all service providers
Produce a final exhibitors list for inclusion in Abstracts volume in consultation with
technical services subcommittee; ensure appropriate logistics for exhibitors (eg lights,
tables, electricity, computer lines, etc.)
arrange for any necessary contractors to prepare the exhibits area

Publications
Publications subcommittee is responsible for producing and distributing publications required
by the meeting including brochures, circulars and the Program with Abstracts but not including
short course notes or field trip guidebooks

prepare a flyer as first notice of meeting by January, 2011, for inclusion as advertising in
upcoming meeting’s second circular

liaise with publicity committee to ensure maximum distribution of first notice, including
distribution at 2011 annual meeting

prepare First Circular, for mailing by October 1, 2011, with program outline, list of field
trips, short courses, highlights of social events, etc.

prepare Second Circular with detailed program, registration information for mailing in
February, 2012.

assemble Program with Abstracts for distribution at the meeting

prepare Technical Program which is printed separately for handout at meeting

arrange and coordinate French translation of all publications

Arranges for printing of all events tickets

Work with The Technical Program subcommittee to develop policy for analog versus
digital publications
Field Trips
The Field Trip subcommittee is responsible for identifying, coordinating, and managing the field
trip program for providing support, advice and approval to field trip leaders, and for publication
of field trip guidebooks

develop policies and procedures for the field trip program

identify potential field trips and leaders by soliciting ideas from the geoscience
community, proactively identifying trips and contacting leaders, contacting GAC® (and
Divisions), MAC and CSPG to provide trip ideas

prepare a list of approved potential field trips with duration, costs, minimum, numbers
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required, and materials for the circulars advertising the trips
appoint a safety officer for field trips and ensure the GAC®/MAC safety policy is
followed
prepare a cost spreadsheet for trip leaders to use to estimate the expense and probably
cost of the field trips
inform trip leaders of responsibilities, ensure that trip leaders are aware of and follow
through on all planning activities
Books field-trip accommodations, vehicles, other items as necessary
Provides trip itineraries (hotels, phone numbers, trip leaders, etc.) to registrants
ensure that trip leaders prepare copy for guidebooks, set timelines and procedures for
producing guidebooks, and arrange for editing and publication and distribution
provide back-up, support and advice to trip leaders, and put systems in place for
communication with trip leaders while they are going on.
formulate policies regarding trip interruption or cancellation and for refund in the event
the participant cancels
recommend to LOC prior to meeting which field trips can run (i.e. are solvent)

Short Courses
The Short Course Coordinator is responsible for helping identify and facilitating short courses
sponsored by the host organizations, for ensuring that LOC guidelines and needs are met by
short courses, and for arranging logistics for the courses.

liaise with the local geoscience community and with short course coordinators from
GAC®, MAC to identify and encourage possible short courses

secure parent-body approval for short courses two years before meeting

ensure that all logistical requirements requested by the organizers of short courses are in
place

ensure that LOC is kept informed of evolving short course program

review budgets, make go-no go recommendation to LOC if registration numbers are
uncertain
Social Events
The Social Events Committee is responsible for planning and running the social program for the
meeting, including luncheons, receptions, and evening social functions.

develop policies and procedures which will govern LOC decisions regarding the social
program

lead the planning for the complete social program, scheduled in consultation with
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Technical Program subcommittee which may include some or all of:

evening social events for the two nights of the meeting for approval by LOC

icebreaker reception and the President’s Reception on the evening before the first
day of the meeting

luncheons on each of the three days of the meeting in consultation with
sponsoring organizations (GAC®, MAC, Mineral Deposits Division, CSPG?)

closing reception on the evening following the third day of the meeting

an accompanying members program

other events as proposed by the Social Events subcommittee and approved by the
LOC
Technical Program
The Technical Program subcommittee is responsible for all aspects of the technical program of
the meeting itself, including design and implementation of the symposia, special sessions,
general sessions and poster sessions and plenary sessions

develop policies and procedures for quality control, decision making, abstract handling,
and others as required to allow for smooth running of the technical program

identify potential symposia and special sessions by soliciting ideas from the geoscience
community, proactively identifying themes and contacting individuals who might serve
as organizers, contacting GAC® (and Divisions), MAC and CSPG to solicit ideas and
support

identify plenary speakers/themes and contact speakers

assemble rough elements of major sessions (symposia, special sessions) and plenaries by
Sept 2010 and ensure applications to funding agencies have been made where appropriate

finalize major sessions by Feb., 2011 and provide information on symposia, special
sessions, short courses, general and poster sessions and plenaries to publications
committee for inclusion in first meeting notice, and circulars.

appoint chairpersons for all sessions and ensure they are fully informed of duties and
responsibilities. Work with chairpersons to develop ground rules for running their
sessions, keeping on time, etc.

liaise with technical services subcommittee to ensure logistics for all sessions are in place

liaise with GAC®, and MAC publications committees regarding possible publication
volumes arising from sessions

when abstracts are submitted, arrange for peer review of abstracts, select those for
presentation (oral or poster), assign to appropriate sessions, schedule all sessions and
finalize the program in consultation with session organizers and chairs, inform authors of
acceptance or rejection
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work with publications chair to assemble Program with Abstracts.
make all necessary arrangements for judging and awarding of the Remick poster awards
arrange for special program elements (eg awareness of earth sciences, earth science
education)

Technical Services/facilities
The Technical Services subcommittee is responsible for arranging for rooms for talks and
meetings, and for all requirements related to infrastructure in the facilities, for IT and AV
equipment, and for trained operators for all equipment

in consultation with the Technical Program subcommittee, identify needs for rooms for
technical sessions, ensure that rooms meet the needs of session organizers, and make all
necessary arrangements with MUN for their use, and develop policies for availability of
different types of AV equipment

in consultation with the Social Events subcommittee, identify appropriate venues for
social events being held at MUN, arrange for logistics as necessary and make necessary
arrangements with MUN

in consultation with Short Course coordinator, identify needs for rooms for short courses,
arrange for logistics and make arrangements with MUN

In consultation with the Exhibits subcommittee, identify needs for exhibit space and
make arrangements with MUN

arrange for all technical services required for the meeting including projectors, sound
systems, other AV and IT equipment, phone and computer lines at registration

recruit and arrange training for operators for all equipment to be used during the meeting,
set up schedules for operators, ensure that all equipment is properly manned at all venues
at all times

inspect and test all AV equipment, lighting in rooms, audience access to rooms, etc.;

make arrangements for catering of coffee breaks for technical sessions

schedule and arrange rooms for society, GAC® Division, other meetings

arrange for a meeting office, with phones, computer and a media room , if necessary

make arrangements for materials needed by delegates to find their way efficiently and
quickly to the various venues, including maps, signage around campus, signage for the
various technical sessions, etc.
Accompanying members program
The accompanying members subcommittee is responsible to develop and design the program for
accompanying members (spouses, children, lovers, just good friends).
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Develop and plan the program for the accompany members
Coordinate promotion for the Accompanying Members Program with general meeting
promotion.
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Report to GAC® Council from Oct 2010
ST. JOHN’S 2012 GAC®‐MAC CONFERENCE
A REPORT ON PLANNING PROGRESS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Alana Hinchey
Geological Survey of Newfoundland, St. John’s
SUMMARY
This report provides a summary of planning progress and recent developments related to the St. John’s
2012 GAC®‐MAC Conference.
Major accomplishments since the last update (in May 2010) include:
1) Change in venue, the conference will now be held at the St. John’s Delta and Convention Centre,
as Memorial University was unable to provide the necessary space for the meeting.
2) Due to the change in venue the dates of the conference had to be changed, the conference will
now be held from May 27‐29, 2012.
3) A full LOC is emplace
4) A technical program, field trips and short courses are almost entirely confirmed.
5) A full program has been designed.
We have met most of the 15 month milestones, including:
1) Confirming chairs for symposia and special sessions, informing them of their responsibilities and
duties.
2) Each LOC committee has compiled a preliminary budgets for LOC Finance Committee,
3) Field Trip Committee assembles preliminary list of trips and identifies trip leaders.
4) Publication committee has begun preparation of First Notice
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5) The Exhibits Committee has prepared specifications for exhibit space.

The remainder of this document briefly outlines the present status of several key areas.

THEMATIC STATEMENT FOR ST. JOHN’S 2012
The theme for the conference is Geoscience at the Edge. A logo was designed and approved by the LOC;
it is attached to this report.

DEVELOPMENT OF INITIAL WEBSITE
A website for the conference now exists, the address is <www.stjohns2012.ca> or
<www.stjohns2012.com>. This bilingual site contains basic information indicating the time and place of
the conference, simple statements about the diversity of the planned program, and a slide show of
extraordinary photographs, some with geological themes. We are in the process of hiring a web‐page
designer to give the webpage a more polished and professional looking.

A DIVERSE AND EXCITING TECHNICAL PROGRAM
The technical program is 95% confirmed, we are still waiting to finalize a few titles and co‐chairs, but the
main themes of the conference are established. Please see the attached spreadsheet for a detail listing
of the confirmed sessions, field trips and short courses.
The main themes of the meeting will be: Proterozoic systems; Paleozoic systems; Mesozoic
systems on the Atlantic borderland; Secular changes in biological processes and the geological record;
Extra‐terrestrial Geology; Technical innovations; and, Outreach, communicating geology and
celebrations. There are pre‐ and post‐ meeting field trips which correspond with these themes. Two
short‐courses are being planned: one entitled “Quantitative Mineralogy and Microanalysis of Sediments
and Sedimentary Rocks” chaired by Paul Sylvester and the other is entitled "Mineral deposits of the
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Northeast Appalachians and Northeast Laurentia ‐ A Newfoundland and Labrador Perspective" chaired
by Derek Wilton and John Hinchey.

LOGISTICAL ARRANGEMENTS
The meeting place has been moved to the Delta hotel and Conference center. All the necessary space is
on hold for the meeting. The contract is expected to be signed in the beginning of November. Most of
the meeting space will be provided free of charge so long as we meet the room booking requirements.
We encourage everyone to stay at the Delta for the meeting.

Additional accommodations have been secured through block room bookings at many hotels
throughout the down town area. As a change from previous GAC®‐MAC meetings in St. John’s, Memorial
University campus will not make available residence rooms during the month of May (due to a change in
policy).

SOCIAL EVENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
The social committee is planning several events including: the welcome reception, the annual banquet, a
Lobster dinner and social pub night on George Street. All of the necessary bookings have been made for
these events. Space has been reserved for the GAC® and MAC luncheons at the Delta hotel.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
We received a contribution of $5,000 from the GAC® Newfoundland and Labrador Section. This money
has been used to off‐set initial costs associated with website, French translation, banking, rentals and
deposits.

FUND‐RAISING
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The initial stage in this activity will be the development of a strategy for seeking assistance from the
petroleum sector, the minerals sector and other sources, to be implemented in 2011. The planning for
this has begun.
Alana Hinchey
LOC ‐ GAC®‐MAC2012
Oct. 8th, 2010
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Report to GAC® Council from May 2011
– Status of St. John’s 2012 GAC®‐MAC Meeting Preparations
This report provides a summary of planning progress and recent developments related to the St.
John’s 2012 GAC®‐MAC Conference. Planning is on track and all the deadlines for the one‐year mark
listed in the “Annual Meeting Guide for Organizers” have been met. Each of the sections below
summarizes the current state of each subcommittee. The organizing committee has undergone some
changes, Andrea Mills has stepped down from the local organizing committee (LOC), and this leaves
Alana Hinchey as the GAC® chair and Steve Piercey as the MAC chair. In addition, Alana will be taking
leave from work in July of 2011, and Steve will be taking over chair duties in my absence. We do not
anticipate this causing any issues.
Respectfully prepared by Alana Hinchey and Steve Piercey.
Technical Program Subcommittee
(Joe Macquaker, Chair; Hamish Sandeman, Co‐Chair)
The scientific program reflects both the geographic location of St John’s and the geology on the Atlantic
Margin of Canada. The committee has worked hard to generate outstanding content for the meeting.
The content reflects the outstanding internationally significant natural laboratory in eastern Canada in
both the surface and subsurface and from the earliest Precambrian to the present. All specialist groups
of GAC® and MAC were consulted with requests for content and there are presently 30 Special Sessions
and Symposia, and approximately 15 General Sessions. The Technical Program Subcommittee is not
actively searching for any further Special Sessions as the program thus far has filled all available slots in
the conference. In spite of repeated requests, there are 7 of the sessions that have yet to provide a
description of the session content and the subcommittee has e‐mailed all the relevant people to remind
them of this omission.

Finance Subcommittee
Greg Sparkes (Chair)
The Finance Subcommittee has set‐up the required banking account under the name “St. John’s 2012
GAC®‐MAC” at a local TD Canada Trust bank branch. Cheques for the account have been received and an
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initial deposit of $25,000 of seed money from GAC® has been deposited, as well as a start‐up loan from
the local GAC® section of $5,000. The committee has also established preliminary budgets and a
conference fee structure with 700 registrants as the break‐even point. The initial process of obtaining a
GST registration number from Revenue Canada has also been initiated.
Accommodations Subcommittee
Dawn Evans‐Lamswood (Chair); Derek Wilton (Co‐Chair)
There is a block of rooms reserved for GAC®‐MAC Annual Meeting Delegates at the Delta St.
John’s Hotel and Conference Centre. As outlined below. If we meet our room allocution, then all
meeting space is provided for free. We are entitled to 20% attrition on the number of rooms.
GUEST ROOM/SUITE BLOCK:
Total Room Nights: 722
May 2012

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

May 25

May 26

May 27

May 28

May 29

20

84

111

111

84

Premier Room

42

57

57

42

Deluxe Room

3

4

4

3

Signature Club

17

20

20

17

Suites

4

8

8

4

150

200

200

150

Delta Room

TOTAL

20

SUITE REQUESTS AND PRE/POST DATES
Included in the above Room Block are your suite allocations and all complimentary accommodations.
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ROOM RATES
Delta Room Single/Double Occupancy

$ 210.00 CDN

Delta Premier

$ 230.00 CDN

Deluxe Room

$ 240.00 CDN

Signature Club

$ 285.00 CDN

Suites

$ 285.00 ‐ $ 510.00 CDN

Exhibit Subcommittee
(Greg Stapleton, Chair)
There will be 44 booth spaces available for the meeting with 4 reserved as complimentary. The booths
have been divided into three pricing groups based on cost, including:
•

30 booths will be available at a cost of $900

•

6 booths will be available at a cost of $650

•

4 booths will be available at a cost of $250

The subcommittee has begun actively recruiting exhibitors and expects to have all the booth space filled
by January 2012.
Short Courses Subcommittee
Graham Layne (Chair); Paul Sylvester (Co‐Chair)
Sufficient space has been reserved at the Delta Hotel for May 25‐26, 2012 to host two short courses.
Space has also been reserved in the amphitheatre of the Bruneau Centre for Research and Innovation at
Memorial University campus for May 25‐26, 2012, sufficient to host one additional short course, if
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required. We also have access to “smart” lecture and/or laboratory classrooms in the Alexander Murray
Building (including petrographic microscopy) to supplement the above reservations, if required.
We have encouraged two locally originated, yet internationally relevant, short course proposals that will
be presented for consideration by the national organizations (GAC® & MAC) at the upcoming GAC®‐MAC
meeting in Ottawa:

1. Quantitative Mineralogy and Microanalysis of Sediments and Sedimentary Rocks (MAC)
Proponent(s): Paul Sylvester

2. Mineral Deposits of the Northeast Appalachians and Northeast Laurentia (GAC®‐MDD)
Proponent(s): Derek Wilton & John Hinchey

We are poised to interact and coordinate with the national organizations once they have designated
those courses approved to take place during the 2012 Meeting.

Field Trips Subcommittee
(Andrew Kerr, Chair; Leon Normore, Co‐Chair)
A diverse selection of field trips has been formulated for the meeting, and most connect to the themes
in the technical sessions. A complete list, with leaders, is provided in the first circular for the meeting.
One‐day trips are all in the St. John’s area, and include Ediacaran fossil sites, epithermal gold
mineralization, sedimentology, structural geology, and urban/environmental geology. There will also be
an opportunity to examine drill core from offshore petroleum reservoirs, and undertake a walking tour
of stone buildings and monuments in the city. Trips preceding the meeting (4 in total) include a trans‐
island structure and tectonics trip honouring the late Hank Williams, two trips emphasizing Ediacaran to
lowermost Paleozoic stratigraphy and paleontology, and a Quaternary geology trip in western
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Newfoundland. Trips following the meeting (7 in total) include: 1) a trip emphasizing stratigraphy,
structure and petroleum potential in western Newfoundland; 2) an economic geology field trip focused
on VMS deposits of central Newfoundland; 3) two field trips emphasising Appalachian structure in
tectonics with one in central Newfoundland and another in southeastern Nova Scotia; 4) the
Precambrian shield of southeastern Labrador; 5) the famous Ediacaran fossil localities of southeastern
Newfoundland; and 6) the potential UNESCO geopark region of the Bonavista Peninsula will be
examined from the perspective of geotourism planning. Two of these trips will commence in St. John’s
and end in Deer Lake and one trip will commence and end in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

We are currently working on developing summaries and itineraries with the trip leaders for use on the
conference website and future publicity initiatives. Detailed logistical planning and budgeting for
individual trips is still in the earliest stages, but based on our experience in the past, fees of about $200
per participant per day are a reasonable forecast.
Technical Services Subcommittee
(Larry Nolan, Chair; Colin Farquharson, Co‐Chair)

The Delta Hotel and Convention Centre have been booked for GAC®2012 meeting and workshops with
12 meeting rooms booked with projectors, screen, computers and two technicians. Seating for these
rooms includes:


1 ‐ 250 seating



3 ‐ 120 seating



2 ‐ 80 seating



1 ‐ 50 seating



5 ‐ 36 seating

Other rooms booked include:
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Speaker ready room



Internet cafe



Luncheon and Banquet venues

The Trade Show has space for 50 poster boards per day. Overflow space is also available.
There will also be suitable audio visual equipment for luncheon speakers and evening entertainment.

Publications Subcommittee
(Chris Pereira, Chair; Jillian Owens, Co‐Chair)
A budget has been forwarded to Greg Sparkes for approval; this has been accepted with modifications.
Program postcards have been printed and distributed. The first circular has been printed. Editing/proof‐
reading of all published (hard‐copy and website) are up to date. Expenditures to date have come in
within budget. Estimates for the Abstract volume flash drives are in and within projected budget.

Social Events Subcommittee
(Jennifer Smith, Chair; Neil Stapleton, Co‐Chair)
Five social events along with four luncheons have been planned for St. John’s, 2012, these include: The
President’s Reception, Ice Breaker, Banquet, Lobster Boil, and Yellowbelly Brewery Pub Night/Kitchen
Party. In addition to the traditional GAC®/MAC/MDD luncheons, we are holding a Student Luncheon
focused on Career Diversity. We also plan on designating a George Street pub for each evening after the
main social events are finished for those who would like to continue chatting and enjoy a night cap.
The presidents of GAC®/MAC/MDD need to be contacted to plan the details of the President’s Reception
along with their respective luncheons. The Ice Breaker requires a theme and details to be decided on.
The Banquet will include a buffet supper with musical entertainment by Newfoundland’s own Buddy
Wasisname and the Other Fellers. Students and Career Diversity Luncheon will provide an outstanding
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opportunity for students to interact and network with professional geoscientists. Lobster Boil
participants will enjoy a ‘scoff’ of lobster followed by comedic entertainment provided by John Sheehan.
Yellowbelly Brewery Pub will be the location of a traditional kitchen party complete with fiddles,
accordions, dancers and pints only found in Newfoundland.
Sponsorship Subcommittee
(Annie Parrell, Chair; Karen Waterman, Co‐Chair)
The sponsorship campaign is progressing as planned, despite a change in leadership, with no major
setbacks. The sponsorship package is in the final stages of development with a few minor details to work
out. We have been working closely with the publications team to produce the package and have had
input on design and content from several other committee members. The sponsorship package should
be complete by May 16th, printed by the first week of June, and ready to be sent out in mid‐June. We
plan on sending out approximately 400 copies to companies all over Canada. All contact info for
recipients has already been verified.
Going forward, we have plans in place to organize all details of mail outs, follow‐up correspondence,
payments, logos, etc. The sponsorship campaign is progressing quite well.

Promotions/Publicity Subcommittee
(Lori Cook, Chair; Amanda McCallum, Co‐chair)
The publications committee has overseen the design, editing and printing of 3000 postcards and 3000
First Circulars. Distribution of the postcards has already begun at PDAC 2011, AAPG 2011, and other
meetings. One thousand First Circulars were sent to Pat Hunt of the Ottawa 2010 Registration
Committee who will be responsible for including them in the 2010 registration bags. Postcards and First
Circulars will be taken to CSPG 2011 in Calgary May 9‐11.
The design, layout and text for the exhibit material advertising the St. John’s 2012 meeting at Ottawa
2011 is complete. The exhibit material was designed to have longevity such that it can be used as
promotional material at several upcoming meetings (i.e. Mineral Resources Review 2011) and straight
through to the end of the 2012 meeting. The St. John’s 2012 advertisement for the back covers for
Ottawa 2011were sent to the publication chair of the Ottawa2011 meeting in March. Sponsorship
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Package design, layout and text is complete and is also ready for final edits and review. Email
mastheads and letterheads have been designed and are currently in use by LOC members.
We have received a link to the working website for the 2012 meeting from our offsite webpage
designer. The site has been reviewed by our webpage review committee and various comments have
been sent back to the designer. The website is anticipated be complete and live by May 20th, 2011.
A copy of our advertising postcard, first circular, and the text files of the text on the first circular
and a CorelDraw file of our sponsorship campaign have been sent to Pierrette Tremblay, Managing
Editor for Elements, who was thinking of doing a one‐page spread in the next issue of Elements about St.
John’s 2012 meeting.

Registration Subcommittee
(Kelly Batten‐Hender; Chair; Stephanie Johnson, Co‐Chair)
The Registration Subcommittee has created a draft budget and timeline and has been briefed on the set
up of the computer registration process. Most of the required tasks will occur in 2012 in the lead‐up to
the conference. The committee has been researching options for delegate bags and will liaise with
GAC® headquarters to ensure that the abstract submission site is ready to go live in November.
Outreach and Education Subcommittee
(Amanda McCallum, Chair; Dianne Noseworthy Co‐Chair)
The Outreach and Education Subcommittee is planning the following event and activities in conjunction
with the GAC®‐MAC 2012 Joint Annual Meeting
1) Earth Systems and Mineral Resources Teacher Workshop
In partnership with EdGeo, a Canadian Earth Science Teacher Workshop Program coordinated by the
Canadian Geoscience Education Network (CGEN) of the Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences (CFES),
we will develop and deliver interactive, hands‐on workshop(s) to junior, intermediate and senior
teachers.
2) Teacher Field Trip
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Teacher participants will spend one day visiting the Johnson GEO CENTRE, one of Canada’s premier
geological interpretation centre and The Rooms, Newfoundland and Labrador’s Provincial Archives, Art
Gallery and Museum.
3) Public Lecture
An evening public lecture will be presented by on a local geological and/or topical issue relevant for the
general public. The public lecture will involve Earth Science and capture the public attention. The public
lecture is a free event and will be pitched for a diverse audience, including experts, educators, students,
but most of all interested members of the general public.
4) Students and Career Diversity Luncheon
This student‐industry networking event will provide a mentoring and motivational environment geared
specifically towards post‐secondary students.
The Outreach and Education Subcommittee have applied for a grant from the Canadian Geological
Foundation in support of the above events and activities.

Accompanying Guest Program Subcommittee
(Tony Burgess, Chair; Brad Way, Co‐Chair)
The Accompanying Guest Program is set for St. John’s 2012 and will include: a boat tour to experience
North Americas oldest European settlement; a tour of Cape Spear Lighthouse and whale watching; a
visit to Bell Island Mine one of the world largest underground submarine mines and a day tour of the
communities of the Northeast Avalon. Pricing will be set in the fall of 2012 and all trips will run at break‐
even.
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